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Introduction
Over the past two decades, there have been multiple studies and analyses conducted to
separate and identify the components of hit songs in popular music. Some of the research has
focused on a body of work (corpus studies) while others have honed in on individual songs.
Song components such as harmonic progressions have been analyzed by hand (De Clercq &
Temperly, 2011) and by computer program (Burgoyne, Fujinaga, & Wild, 2011). Non-musical
research areas related to the popular song, such as lyrics, have also been pursued (Bhaukaurally,
Feenaz, Haydar, Didorally, & Pudaruth, 2012; Dhanaraj & Logan, 2005).
This paper is a multi-factor analysis of popular music recordings that attained ranking on
the Billboard Hot 100 chart status over the period 2014 to 2015. The purpose of this research
study was to define current practices used in modern songwriting and music production. It is the
author’s view that in today’s commercial music market both songwriting and song production
techniques share a good deal of overlap. Production and engineering techniques are becoming a
much more important part of the composition in today’s market, branching out from their
historical role of simply reinforcing good tone or adding ear candy. Many hit songwriters are
also producers and vice versa.
While no direct access such as interviews with producers or songwriters and producers
took place, observing and quantifying patterns in the songs allowed for the collection of indirect
evidence. Every song compiled from the modern Billboard Hot 100 chart had some underlying
organization and methodology. Song tempo, form, introduction length, song length, archetypes,
subject matter, and repetition of title were some of the primary elements analyzed against the
Billboard chart. These metrics were particularly chosen as they could be objectively analyzed.
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Elements such as overall marketing efforts, song textures or vocal delivery would be harder to
quantify.
All songs appearing on the Billboard Hot 100 chart for the period of January 2014
through December 2015 were included. The hope of the author is that these results are applied in
professional practice and be disseminated to students of songwriting and production as well. Just
as traditional music theory details commonly used techniques by classical composers, the
statistical trends and conclusions laid down by this paper should not be used as hard and fast
rules, but rather as guidelines.
Working music producers and songwriters hoping to improve or update their craft may
also find the results of this research useful. Unsigned bands and artists can use the information
to mold and choose songs that have a greater chance of commercial success. Additionally, artist
managers, A&R (artists and repertoire), and radio can use the results of the analysis to determine
the viability of their artists’ existing songs as hits in the current market. The purpose of the study
was to answer the research questions, “1) What common practices in songwriting and production
did current hit songs exhibit for the years 2014-2015, 2) were any related to the song’s success
on the charts, and 3how were these practices similar or different from those in the past?”
Review of Literature
Background
As long as there has been popular music, there have been authors writing about the
anatomy of pop songs and about how to write a hit for the popular music market. The
application of computers and statistics, called hit song science, however, is a relatively recent
development. Pachet (2012) defined hit song science as “an emerging field of science that aims
at predicting the success of songs before they are released on the market” (p. 305). Most
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developments in hit song analysis have occurred within the fields of music informatics, music
data mining, and computer science; several private companies and research labs have created
programs to address the subject as the new digital music consumer now demands searchable
music collections, automatic playlist suggestions, and music recognition systems.
Numerous texts on the craft of songwriting are available. However, many aspects of
songcraft are in prose form and harder to quantify. The focus of the following literature review is
on the most relevant studies and writings that identified multiple elements of hit songs through
some type of statistical analysis, computer-based or otherwise.
The challenge faced by the author lies in the instruction of students who wish to become
producers or songwriters in today’s music industry. Many studies are dated with respect to the
most current songwriting and music production techniques. A student hoping to craft a modern
popular music hit must study today’s contemporary charting music, which is a moving target..
Songwriting and production trends change so quickly that something relevant five years ago may
not be relevant on the hit song charts today. A good example would be the rise of electronic
dance music (EDM) styles in the Billboard Hot 100 over the last five years.
General Studies of Hit Songs in Popular Music
Polyphonic HMI (human media interface), a subsidiary of Grupo AIA, introduced the
concept of the Hit Song Science computer program in 2003. The company claimed that machine
learning could create a music profile to predict hit songs from its audio features (Elberse,
Jehoshua, & Villanueva, 2006). HMI’s program used a process called spectral de-convolution,
which analyzed over 25 characteristics from a data set of over 3.5 million commercial hits since
the 1950s. The analysis included beat, chord progression, duration, fullness of sound, harmony,
melody, octave, pitch, rhythm, sonic brilliance, and tempo. Based on its characteristics, each
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song was mapped onto a multidimensional scatter plot termed the music universe. Songs with
mathematical similarities were positioned close to one another, forming clusters on the chart
(Elberse et al., 2006).
HMI found most songs that had made it to the Singles Top 40 of the Billboard Hot 100
between 1998 and 2003 formed within 50 to 60 common cluster areas. HMI could then examine
whether an unreleased song mapped with the established clusters. Mike McCready, then CEO of
Polyphonic and now CEO of MusicXray, stated,
If a song falls within one of these clusters, we can’t necessarily say that it will be a hit.
We just know it has the potential. The song has to conform to a couple of other criteria in
order to become a hit: it has to sound like a hit, be promoted like a hit, and be marketable.
But if a song falls outside of the clusters, we know it will probably not become a hit. (as
cited in Elberse et al., 2006, p. 4)
Polyphonic had initially used the technology to develop a music recommendation system.
The idea was to develop a device placed in music stores that provided recommendations to
shoppers, thereby helping retailers to increase sales. Music Intelligence Solutions was one of the
first companies to spin off from HMI’s use of this technology. HMI’s software could also be
used as a way to recommend new music to audiences by creating personalized radio stations,
such as Pandora. Following HMI’s lead, other services such as MusicXray, Mix Cloud, Uplaya,
and BandMetrics also utilized the technology (Elberse et al., 2006).
McCready (2011) further stated,
Hit Song Science is to the music industry what the X-ray machine was to medicine. The
first time someone told a doctor he could look inside a patient’s body without cutting it
open, it probably sounded like science fiction too. . . . In the end, the X-ray machine is a
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tool that helps the doctor see something that he could not see before, and he can use that
information to make better decisions. That is exactly what Hit Song Science does, and
that is what matters. I know that we are just a millimeter away from this thing taking off.
(as cited in Elberse et al., 2006, p. 12)
Not using the best available data in the music business could also be considered
malpractice, but since lives are not on the line (just livelihoods and careers), there is no
external pressure in our industry to adopt these kinds of best practices. In fact, there is
more industry-recognized glory when you can attribute success to elusive golden ears and
gut instinct—much like the mystique surrounding a professional athlete (McCready,
2011, para. 5).
In 2005, Ruth Dhanaraj and Beth Logan from Hewlett Packard Labs conducted a study
titled, “Automatic Prediction of Hit Songs.” The researchers considered a database of 1700
songs. They scanned song lyrics using probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) and
scanned timbral aspects of the audio using mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs). Their
results indicated that lyric-based features were slightly more effective than audio-based features
at predicting hits. When they combined lyrics and audio, they achieved the highest rate of
prediction using 32-sound audio features and eight-topic lyric features. However, the study did
not further define which audio and lyric features were the most accurate predictors, nor did it
provide specific details about data gathering and tuning procedures.
Economist David Giles (2007) analyzed the total time spent in the #1 position for songs
on the Billboard Hot 100 from 1955-2003 from a survival perspective. Giles found the life-atthe-top of a #1 hit was enhanced significantly if it was recorded by a female solo artist, if it was
an instrumental piece, or if it was able to bounce back for a second round. The average duration
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for an instrumental Hot 100 chart-topper was 3.13 weeks, compared with 2.76 weeks for other
types of #1 recordings. Hong (2012) continued the research of Giles, correcting previous errors,
updating the dataset to 2008, and adding categories. Hong found that a #1 hit’s life at the top
was enhanced significantly by the inclusion of an African American performer.
In 2008, François Pachet and Pierre Roy of Sony Computer Science Laboratories
published the study, “Hit Song Science is Not Yet a Science.” The researchers argued that
sustained claims made in the Music Information Retrieval (MIR) community and in the media
about the existence of Hit Song Science could not be validated. The researchers analyzed 32,000
songs mined from the HiFind Database using 16 identifiers that included style, genre, and
musical setup; as well as main instruments, variant, dynamics, tempo, era/epoch, metric, country,
situation, mood, character, language, rhythm, and popularity. Pachet and Roy concluded that
existing features, including tempo used in the study of “Hit Song Science” had no significant
statistical relationship with song popularity.
Jay Frank (2009), former senior vice president of music strategy at CMT and head of
music programming at Yahoo, attempted to give statistically driven advice to aspiring producers,
songwriters, and music business people who wished to create commercial hits in the new
millennia. In the text, Future Hit DNA, Frank pointed out that the digital revolution had made
music discovery harder and the ability to keep the listener’s attention more difficult. He
analyzed past and present music production, songwriting, and packing trends and gave great
insight into how to reach the consumer in today’s market. Frank provided 15 factors such as
creating shorter intros, creating longer songs, increasing chord changes, manipulating songs with
false or incomplete endings, appealing to more than one genre and hook repetition that spoke to
adapting music productions to interface with modern standards and business models.
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Dr. Yizhao Ni, project leader and a senior lecturer in artificial intelligence at the
University of Bristol in England, led a team that gathered 50 years of hit song data from the top
40 charts in Britain (Ni, McVicar, Santos-Rodríguez, & DeBie, 2011). Using the data, they
created a computer equation to rank a song’s hit potential. The researchers broke the
characteristics of a hit song into 23 differentiating factors including tempo, length, harmonic
simplicity, mode, relative loudness, inherent energy, danceability, and stability of the song’s beat
(ScoreAHit, 2013). The researchers also used a time-shifting algorithm that learned optimum
features of the songs in the dataset through time using release date.
Some of the conclusions reached by the study seemed apparent to students of popular
music history, yet became validated by the program’s output. The study results included
1.

Pop music hits from the 1950s through the early 1970s tended to be harmonically
simpler than non-hits.

2.

From the end of the 1970s through the early 1980s, danceability became an
important factor in determining a hit song.

3.

From the late 1980s forward, songs at the top of the charts became more
harmonically complex than songs at the bottom.

4.

Since the late 1980s, simple binary rhythms have been more successful than
complex rhythms.

5.

Slow songs such as ballads were popular in the 1980s and 1990s, while listeners
in the new millennium prefer fast songs.

6.

The “loudness war” is real and can be measured. The dynamic range of music has
decreased every decade, resulting in progressively louder songs (Ni et al., 2011).
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The Score A Hit equation does not always choose a hit, however. McVicar (2011)
admitted that the most recent cumulative performance was around 60% accuracy. Examples of
the program’s failure were “November Rain,” and “Man in the Mirror,” which both defied
conventions in tempo and loudness. McVicar attributed the success of these outliers to other
factors the program could not measure such as artist popularity, music video impact, and lyric
content. Another interesting fact about the Score A Hit program is that it constantly evolved
with public taste (Score A Hit, 2013). Because the pool of chart-topping hits was always
growing and morphing, the machine learning algorithms used by the researchers continued to
update themselves as musical tastes evolved.
In his 2011 book, Murphy’s Laws of Songwriting, ASCAP vice president Ralph Murphy
discussed what made a song commercially viable within the country radio format. Murphy
discussed everything from audience psychology to song themes, tempos, pronouns, and forms,
and offered advice to the aspiring songwriter.
In 2012, Dr. Alisun Pawley and psychologist, Dr. Daniel Müllensiefen conducted a study
on the most popular “singalong” songs. Their research showed songs of this type included long
and detailed musical phrases, multi-pitch changes in a song’s hook, male vocalists, and vocalists
straining to sing at the top of their registers compelled crowds to sing along. Topping their list of
songs that stirred listeners was the classic hit, “We Are the Champions,” by the band, Queen
(Pawley & Müllensiefen, 2012).
A team of data scientists from the University of Antwerp (Herremans, Martens, &
Sörensen, 2014) tackled the question of what constituted a hit song in the dance genre in 2013.
The authors constructed a database of approximately 3500 hit dance songs from 1985-2013.
They analyzed basic musical features as well as the song’s temporal aspects to determine
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whether a song would be a top-10 dance hit. The researchers created a dance song database from
the Official Charts Company (OCC) and from Billboard Magazine’s singles dance archive.
Herremans et al. (2014) used the Echo Nest dataset (2017) for feature extraction and
calculation and the Echo Nest Analyzer to gather basic song information and temporal aspects of
each song. Some of the 139 factors included duration of the track in seconds, tempo, time
signature, modality, key, loudness, danceability, timbre, and the time difference between
subsequent beats. The team found that between 1985 and 2013, a dance song’s average duration
had decreased from 300 seconds to 260 seconds, average tempo had increased from 118bpm to
121 bpm, average loudness had increased by 4dB, complexity in timbre had increased, song
energy had remained the same, and danceability (as calculated by Echonest) had decreased.
The researchers compared the hit dance songs with non-hit material and found that their
computer algorithm could indeed predict with above-average accuracy. Herremans, one of the
researchers from the initial study, ran the data again for Billboard’s “2015 Hot Dance/Electronic
Songs” (M. Neal, 2015) and found that the algorithm predicted a 65% or higher probability of a
hit for all of the top 10, and over 70% probability for 6 out of 10 songs.
Ticketbis, a popular online ticket reseller based in the United Kingdom, analyzed 11
years of #1 singles on the UK charts from July 3, 2004, to June 6, 2015, to detail common
characteristics of the songs (Smith, 2015). Of the 330 #1 singles selected for study, 138 songs
were performed by a solo artist, 115 songs were performed as a collaboration between two
artists, and 75 songs were by bands. The researchers found male artists, or all-male bands or
collaborations accounted for 53% of the #1 hits. Female artists, or all-female bands or
collaborations accounted for 23% of the #1 hits and 17% of the #1 songs were performed by
collaborations that were male-led, such as “Somebody That I Used to Know” by Gotye, featuring
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Kimbra. Finally, 7% of the #1s featured a female lead vocal in the context of bands or
collaborations, as in the case of “Umbrella” by Rihanna, featuring Jay-Z.
Consumer gender was correlated with Spotify data (Smith, 2015). The findings showed
that male subscribers spent 94% of their time listening to male artists while female subscribers
spent 55% of their time listening to male artists and 31% listening to female artists. Conclusions
were that music fans preferred the male vocal, an observation supported by the fact that men
sang the five longest-running #1 hits of all time n. Women were most successful in the area of
collaboration. The research team found that male and female solo artists combined lasted an
average of 1.77 weeks at #1 and bands lasted an average of 1.53 weeks. Female solo artists
averaged 1.96 weeks at #1 and female collaborations such as “Run the World (Girls)” topped
the UK charts for an average of 2.26 weeks (Smith, 2015).
Of the songs topping the charts, 34% were pop songs, and the pop genre had the most
staying power as well as the highest volume: 111 songs at 211 weeks (Smith, 2015). Combining
different genres helped a song last at the top due to its crossover appeal. Examples of this trend
could include “Cheerleader” by OMI’s with its reggae and pop genres combined and Bruno
Mars’ “Uptown Funk,” with its pop and funk combination.
Studies on Song Harmony
Despite the fact that this study did not analyze chord progressions or melodic content,
research involving computational approaches to studying chord sequences in popular music has
become increasingly relevant over the past five years. Burgoyne, Wild, and Fujinaga (2011)
released the McGill Billboard data set, a collection of over 1000 professional chord
transcriptions of popular music randomly selected from the Billboard Hot 100 chart between
1958 and 1991. This dataset contains information about commonly found chords in popular
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music, including upper extensions and alterations as well as information about meter, phrase, and
larger musical structure.
Another relevant corpus study on rock music was by de Clercq and Temperley (2011).
This study contained transcribed songs from the Rolling Stone list of the “500 Greatest Songs of
All Time” and provided detailed statistics based on the work of Temperly’s earlier analysis of
classical compositions (Temperley, 2007) on a variety of harmonic features, including
differences in harmonic palette across different decades. The results showed that IV was the
most common chord after I and was especially common preceding the tonic. Other results
concerned the frequency of different root motions, patterns of co-occurrence between chords,
and changes in harmonic practice across time.
Mathias Mauch and his research team from Queen Mary University in London ran 17,094
top-selling tunes through the largest computer-based general analysis ever attempted for pop
music (Mauch, MacCallum, Levy, & Leroi, 2015). The study dissected the timbre, tone, and
chord changes from 30 second-long segments of the songs, covering 86% of the Billboard Hot
100 between 1960 and 2010. The songs were gathered from the Last.fm database and grouped
according to their shared musical characteristics, allowing researchers to statistically identify
trends with a high degree of consistency.
The analysis of the data pointed to three historical revolutions of the timbre, tone, and
chord changes on popular music that occurred around 1964, 1983, and 1991 (Mauch et al.,
2015). The 1964 shift was hypothesized to include the invasion of British bands (Beatles,
Rolling Stones, etc.) that introduced a new heavier rock sound. New technology such as
synthesizers, samplers, and drum machines drove a second major style shift in 1983. The third
shift came in 1991 when rap and hip-hop genres went mainstream. The researchers claimed,
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“The rise of rap and related genres appears, then, to be the single most important event that has
shaped the musical structure of the American charts in the period that we studied” (Mauch et al.,
2015, sec. 3.4). Harmonically, Last.fm tags for “Classic Country,” “Classic Rock” and “Love”
were the most popular harmonic structures on the charts in 43 of 50 years. These songs relied on
major chords without much harmonic alteration.
The team also tracked the decline of genres such as jazz and blues revolving around the
use of the tri-tone based, dominant seventh chord, which declined by 75% between 1960 and
2009 (Mauch et al., 2015). Mauch et al. (2015) noted this trend represented the “lingering death”
(sec. 3.1, para.1) of the genres. Between 1967 and 1977, the use of the minor seventh chord
approximately doubled, showing its use in disco and funk of the era. Harmonically, the absence
of any identifiable chord structure saw the largest increase, becoming more frequent in the late
1980s and rising rapidly to a peak in 1993 with the rise of hip-hop genres. The category of
“energetic, speech, bright,” also associated with the rise of hip-hop-related genres, saw a
dramatic increase in that period as well. In an interview on BBC, Mauch stated, “This is so
prominent in our analysis because we looked at harmony, and rap and hip-hop don’t use a lot of
harmony. The emphasis is on speech sounds and rhythm” (as cited in Morelle, 2015). Other
scholars who conducted studies of harmony in popular music included Moore (1992, 1995) and
Doll (2011).
Studies on Song Melody
The present study did not include analysis of the components of song melody directly,
but instead proposed that discussing the literature available was important to understanding the
whole of popular music analysis. Temperly, de Clercq, and Waller (2015) investigated the
melodic function of all songs featured on Rolling Stone magazine’s list of the “500 Greatest
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Songs of All Time,” augmented by 40 songs from the Rolling Stone list of the “100 Best Songs
of the 2000s.” The authors found that within the songs based on a minor tonic note/minor key,
the clusters of notes suggested a scale they termed the pentatonic union scale. This scale was a
Dorian mode with an added maj3 degree that the authors posited reflected the influence of the
blues in popular music. For the most recent minor songs from the 2000s, the lowered sixth
degree was most preferred, making the scale closer to the traditional Aeolian mode (see Figure 1
and Figure 2). Temperly et al. attributed this to the decline of the influence of the blues on
popular music as the decades progressed since 1950.
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Figure 1. Distribution of melodic content in major songs: 2 time periods. Adapted from
Changes in Rock Melody, 1954-2009, by D. Temperley, T. de Clercq, & A. Waller, 2009. Paper
presented at the Society for Music Perception and Cognition Conference, Vanderbilt University,
Nashville, TN.
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Figure 2. Distribution of melodic content in minor songs: 2 time periods. Adapted from Changes
in Rock Melody, 1954-2009, by D. Temperley, T. de Clercq, & A. Waller, 2009. Paper presented
at the Society for Music Perception and Cognition Conference, Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
TN.
Studies on Song Form
Song form is an important factor in detailing popular music. Just as the 32-bar AABA
form from the early 20th century gave way to the verse/chorus form of the 1950s and 1960s, the
songs of today have many new structural techniques. Why do we need structure in songs?
Luboff and Luboff (1992) stated, “If the listener feels lost and confused while listening to the
song, they will tune out and turn the radio knob to a different station” (p. 31). Spicer (2004)
stated, “If we examine pop-rock songs more closely, we can often find their composers
employing techniques of considerable sophistication in order to create interesting and unique
formal structures that transcend these predictable boundaries” (p. 30). Listeners have
expectations and part of the job of popular music is to fulfill those while still forging new
territory.
Summach (2011) traced “The Structure, Function, and Genesis of the Pre-chorus” in his f
study of popular music focused on song form. Summach analyzed a sample group of 700 songs
14

from Billboard’s top 20 songs for each year from 1955-1989. The songs were analyzed and
coded according to harmonic, structural, and lyric attributes. Summach detailed how the prechorus began to appear in song form in the early 1960s and became standard fare for most
popular songs. He stated,
The momentum-building devices deployed in pre-choruses vary widely from song to
song. Changes in groove, lyric phrasing, and the length of formal units, as well as
dynamic level, register, instrumentation, timbre, harmonic progression, and harmonic
rhythm all have the potential to increase forward formal urgency. (Summach, 2011,
para.3)
Summach (2012) also examined the overall “Form in Top-20 Rock Music, 1955-89” in
his doctoral dissertation at Yale University using the same dataset as mentioned above.
Although Summach included the use of “Rock” in the study’s title, it actually analyzes all genres
of popular songs within the top 20 for that given year.
Summach (2012) pointed out the evolution of the 20th century popular song from the
AABA form, to the Strophic and Verse Chorus forms, and then to the modern Verse, Pre-chorus,
Chorus forms. More modern developments Summach analyzed included the multi-stage prechorus (found in the song “Ballroom Blitz”), post-chorus (found in songs such as “I Just Wanna
Be Your Everything” and “Sir Duke”), and the expanded chorus (found in songs such as ELOs
“Telephone Line”). His findings showed how rock songs actually got longer from 1955-1989, in
contrast to Herremans’ 2014 study referenced earlier. Summach additionally detailed how about
10% of the songs in his dataset had no intro or a short pickup into the song. He detailed the
decline of blues-based form in popular music over the 40-year period. The chart below
illustrates a summary of Summach’s 2012 research.
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Figure 3. Composition of the Billboard Annual Top-20 charts by song type in four time periods.
Adapted from Form in Top-20 Rock Music, 1955-89, by J. Summach (Doctoral dissertation),
2012.
Other scholars in the field of popular song form included John Covach, Christopher
Endrinal, Walter Everett, and Jocelyn Neal (2007, 2015). Over 30 dissertations, articles, and
chapters had been devoted to song form in popular music, including a special 2011 issue of
Music Theory Online (vol. 17.3).
Studies on Song Introductions
The Whitburn Project is an online group of record collectors who manage an online
spreadsheet of 37,000 songs. This spreadsheet details several factors about every popular song
since the 1890s. Andy Baio (2008) analyzed the data in the spreadsheet and found that the mode
16

of song length for songs in each decade of popular music since 1950 from data found in the
spreadsheet and found that songs, in general, were getting longer (see Figure 4 and Table 1).

Figure 4. Average song duration, 1944-2008. Adapted from The Whitburn Project: 120 Years of
Music Chart History, by A. Baio, 2008. Retrieved from
http://waxy.org/2008/05/the_whitburn_project/
Table 1. Mode of Song Length by Decade
Decade

Song Length Mode
Minutes:Seconds

1950s

2:30

1960s

2:30

1970s

3:30

1980s

3:59

1990s

4:00

2000s

3:50

Note. Adapted from The Whitburn Project: 120 Years of Music Chart History, by A. Baio, 2008.
Retrieved from http://waxy.org/2008/05/the_whitburn_project/
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Studies on Lyrics
Not all attempts at dissecting factors in popular music focused on harmonic or audio
characteristics. Dhanaraj and Logan’s results (2005) indicated that lyric-based analysis along
with audio analysis was somewhat more effective than audio-based analysis at determining the
success of songs.
An archetype is a universally understood pattern of behavior or a prototype from which
others are copied, patterned, or emulated. Archetypes are used in myths and storytelling in all
cultures. Marc Kuchner, a NASA scientist and songwriter, studied over 100 country songs,
identifying some common lyric and storyline archetypes in country music. Kuchner (2009)
maintained that 12 stock characters continued to reappear in country song lyrics. These
archetypes include the Innocent (innocent child), the Outlaw (the rebel), the Sage (giver of
wisdom), the Hero/Warrior, the Lover, the Everyman (regular guy or gal on the street), the
Joker, the Explorer (adventurer), the Caregiver, the Wizard (magician), the Creator (Einstein),
and the Ruler (the CEO). Examples of these in contemporary film culture are Star Wars
characters, with Luke Skywalker as the Innocent (naïve and dressed in white), grey-bearded Obi
Wan Kenobi as the Sage, Han Solo as the Outlaw, and Darth Vader as the Ruler. Kuchner was
also able to apply these archetypes to music. For example, Tim McGraw’s song, “Nothing to
Die For,” features the narrator as a Sage who gives his wisdom to a drunk driver. In Sugarland’s
“It Happens,” the narrator takes the role of an Innocent in her attitude toward life.
Country music scholar Jimmie N. Rogers (1989) cataloged the dominant themes in the
lyrics of country music and found that the overwhelming majority of songs were written with
respect to some type of romantic love (“hurtin’ love,” “cheatin’ love,” “happy love”). Jocelyn
Neal (2007) added to this concept, mentioning the time shift strategy found in songs such as the
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Dixie Chicks’ “Long Time Gone,” is a common lyric device found in country songs. The TimeShift narrative overlays brief episodes or snapshots from the characters’ lives on successive
verses of a song so the narrative covers several different periods. These songs usually have a
common chorus as well. Rogers observed that besides the well-known themes popularized by
David Allen Coe (mama, trains, trucks, prison, or gettin’ drunk), country music also focused
heavily on family relationships. A song illustrating both the time-shift and the family focus is
George Strait’s “Love without End, Amen.” A synopsis of the subject matter of all 958 songs on
the Billboard Hot 100 appears in Appendix A.
Andrew Powell-Morse (2015) used the Readability Score, which uses writing analysis
tools like the Flesch-Kincaid grade index and many others to create an average of the U.S.
reading level of a piece of text, to analyze 225 songs in four different datasets. Songs that had
spent more than three weeks at #1 on the Billboard charts for Pop, Country, Rock, and
R&B/Hip-Hop from 2004-2015 were specifically chosen. Study results indicated that artists in
the 2005 era were producing lyrics of a third-grade (Year 4) reading level, while in 2014, the
reading level had dropped to second grade (Year 3). Country music came out on top as the most
intelligent genre, scoring a 3.3, with Pop (2.9), Rock (2.9) and Hip-Hop (2.6) following behind.
Studies on Tempo
Eric Strom, a popular music theory blogger, scanned the Billboard Hot 100 to determine
tempo. Strom (2016) found the slowest song tempo on the 2015 Billboard Hot 100 was 70 bpm
(beats per minute) and the fastest was 206 bpm. He found that 120 bpm, which he called the
“middle C” of tempos, was both the mode and the median for the dataset. Additionally, the
mean was 120.55bpm.
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Strom (2016) determined that the average song length of songs on the Billboard Hot 100
during 2015 was 3:40. 66% of songs fell between 3:00 and 3:59, 10% of songs were between
2:00 and 2:59, 24% of songs were between 4:00 and 4:59, and 2% of songs were between 5:00
and 5:59. He then tested the song tempo with chart position and found no correlation. He did
find a positive correlation between song length and chart dominance. Strom said that threeminute songs were most likely to earn a #1 spot. Strom stated,
There is a very clear pattern that emerges when comparing song tempo and a song’s
“Danceability” score given to us by Echo Nest. The data shows us–without doubt–that
the most danceable songs are between 95 and 140 bpm. It is undeniable. When
analyzing the top 100 songs from 2015, I found that there was a significant correlation
between a song’s danceability score and its popularity score. Are these songs, which are
more danceable, also more popular? The answer is a resounding yes. (Strom, 2016, sec.
6)
Dean Olivet (2013) sampled Rolling Stone’s greatest 500 songs list accompanied by 53
randomized modern pop songs. All tempos were rounded up or down to whole numbers. Songs
with two separate tempos were split into two separate songs. Tempo fluctuations within a song
were averaged together, such as in the case of the Beatles’ “Can’t Buy Me Love.” Olivet charted
each tempo and graphically illustrated that the largest number of songs in the dataset (3.6%)
exhibited a tempo of 112bpm. The next two close contenders were 100bpm (3.3%) and 120bpm
(3.3%).
. However, no average or median data was provided.
Schellenberg and Von Scheve (2012) found that when analyzing the top 40 Billboard Hot
100 chart recordings for the period 1965-2009, tempos actually slowed down. Through
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correlations of several factors such as major versus minor mode and tempo, the researchers
stated,
Our findings confirm that popular recordings became sadder sounding and more
emotionally ambiguous since the 1960s. These findings have striking parallels to the
evolution of classical music from 1600 to 1900. Throughout the 17th and 18th centuries,
cues to emotion based on mode and tempo tended to be consistent, with fast-tempo pieces
in major mode and slow-tempo pieces in minor mode (Post & Huron, 2009), such that
pieces tended to sound unambiguously happy or sad. By the 1800s and the middle of the
Romantic era, tempo and mode cues were more likely to conflict, such that the emotional
status of the pieces became more ambiguous. Popular music from 1965 to 2009 shows
the same developmental trend over a much shorter time-scale. (Schellenberg & Von
Scheve, 2012, p. 200)
Table 2. Song Mode, Tempo, Duration, and Gender by Decade
Years

% Major

Mean Tempo

Mean Duration

% Male

1965-1969

58.0

116.4

176.9

79.0

1975-1979

75.1

103.0

225.3

66.2

1985-1989

78.0

104.2

256.8

63.0

1995-1999

62.7

89.4

248.2

55.5

2005-2009

42.5

99.9

230.2

61.7

Note. Adapted from “Emotional Cues in American Popular Music: Five Decades of the Top 40,”
by E. G. Schellenberg & C. von Scheve, 2012, Psychology of Aesthetics, Creativity, and the Arts,
6(3), p. 200.
Studies on Other Factors
Music production. In 1987, Gary Burns provided one of the first frameworks of
categories in which popular music hooks fall (lyrical, melodic, instrumental, etc.). Within each
category (rhythm, melody, harmony, lyrics, instrumentation, tempo, dynamics, improvisation
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and accident, sound effects, editing, mix, channel balance and signal distortion), Burns gave
examples of popular songs from the 1950s-1980s that used each of these hook techniques.
Production trends. Eric Strom (2014, 2015) detailed reoccurring production trends in
the Billboard Hot 100 pop songs that he noticed during the years of 2014 and 2015. These
included the following for 2014.
1.

Rapid pitch jumps in vocal using pitching shifting programs such as Autotune or
Melodyne (“vocal pitch whipping”) as found in Maroon 5’s “Maps.”

2.

Sparse and spacious drum beats like those found in Rae Sremmurd’s “No Type.”

3.

Sidechaining kick to music track: a pop technique directly taken from the EDM
genre, where the kick drum brings down the volume of the music track or another
instrument when it hits. An example is Ariana Grande’s “Love Me Harder.”

4.

Lack of snare drum in song such as in Pitbull’s “Fireball.”

5.

A background vocal “whoop” or “yelp” on the fourth beat of a measure (or the
“and” of the 4) as in Nicki Minaj’s “Anaconda.”

6.

Pitch shifted vocals, either up or down, a technique taken from the “chopped and
screwed” technique of hip-hop, now entering pop music.

7.

Extremely/unnaturally in-tune vocals using pitching-shifting programs such as
Autotune or Melodyne, such as in Florida Georgia Line’s “This Is How We Roll.”

8.

Reintroduction of saxophone back into popular music as evidenced by songs such
as Taylor Swift’s “Shake It Off” and Ariana Grande’s “Problem” ft. Iggy Azalea.

Strom (2015) also constructed a “production trends” list for 2015. His observations
follow.
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1.

Repeating/chopped vocal samples such as in Justin Beiber’s song “Where Are
You Now” and Major Lazer’s song “Lean On.”

2.

Repeating saxophone riff such as the one found in “Worth It,” Fifth Harmony ft.
Kid Ink.

3.

Pitch shifted vocals: either up or down

4.

808 style snare as found in songs such as Taylor Swift’s “Blank Space.”

5.

Intentional sloppy autotuning.

6.

Overabundance of sampled claps in songs.

7.

Minimalist drum beats or no drums in a song.

8.

Bad songwriting. (on original list, no definition provided)

Repetition of hook and harmony. Concerning repetition in popular music, Richard
Middleton (1983) posed the question, “Why do listeners find interest and pleasure in hearing the
same things over again?” Middleton proposed that music had endless possibilities for repetition
in the lyrical content as well as in the melodic, harmonic, and textural/temporal contexts. The
author posited that when one element (melody, harmony, lyric hook, etc.) in a song repeats,
another might not. This technique creates a new combination of elements at any given time.
Examples might include a melodic sequence with the same rhythm but varying notes, or a
constant melodic phrase repeated over a 12-bar blues (changing chords). Middleton (1983)
detailed two main types of repetition: (a) musematic, the repetition of short units such as riff or
call and response pattern found in African-based music and later in blues and rock music, and (b)
discursive repetition, the repletion of longer units such as an entire phrase. Musematic repetition
is more likely to be prolonged and unvaried. Discursive repetition can be mixed with contrasting
units of various types, such as the AABA structure.
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Middleton (1983) believed that digital music production lent itself more to the creation of
musematic repetition. Popular hits of today that contain only two or three chords have their
origins in Black music, starting in gospel and then moving to all popular music with bands such
as the Beatles (“It Won’t Be Long”) and the Who (“My Generation”). Middleton mentioned
many social and psychological arguments both for and against standardization and repetition at
all levels of society (Adorno, 1941; Jameson, 1981) but his overall argument was that the trend
of repetition and standardization appeared more and more often in popular music. De Clercq
(2008) echoed many of Middleton’s sentiments:
I don’t think it’s too much of a stretch to say that at some point, we as listeners would get
bored with a song that repeated the same section over and over without any change. Of
course, many songs have repetitive harmonic structures, but often a balance is negotiated
(in a good song) by having other domains change and thus add interest: melodies get
embellished, instruments get added, rhythms change. It’s this balance of variety versus
unity–a balance that lots of composers talk about–that keeps our interest in a song. (para.
3)
De Clercq (2008) went on,
D. E. Berlyne posits that our optimal preference level occurs when we are experiencing a
moderate level of arousal. Certain factors increase our arousal: complexity, novelty,
ambiguity, etc. Other opposite factors decrease our arousal: simplicity, familiarity,
clarity, etc. If a work of art is too complex and/or too unfamiliar, for example, then our
preference for that work of art is lower than were the artwork less complex and/or more
familiar. (para. 4)
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Medical. A group of researchers led by Dr. Greg Berns conducted research at Emory
University School of Medicine on adolescents, ages 12-17, using magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI). The researchers used 15-second clips from bands on Myspace and measured the
neurobiological responses to the songs (Berns, Capra, Moore, & Noussair, 2010). The
participants were asked to rate each song on a scale from 1-5. The bands had not become
popular yet and none of their songs had charted on the Billboard charts. Originally, the data
from the study was meant to evaluate teen conformity when given their peers’ opinions of each
song.
However, when Berns et al. (2010) evaluated the data years later, they identified a
statistically significant correlation between participants’ neurobiological responses and each
song’s sales figures from 2007 to 2010. The reevaluation showed that brain responses could
predict about one-third of the songs that would eventually go on to sell more than 20,000 units.
The participants’ 1-5 ratings, however, did not correlate. The results of the study suggested it
might be possible to use innate responses from a sample of people to predict the commercial
success of a song across the population (Melville, 2011).
Summary
Even though the present study analysis addressed a body of work, analysis of individual
works can provide information about norms for a sample group of repertoire. Several studies,
including Bobby Owsinski’s Deconstructed Hits series (2013), The Producer as Composer:
Shaping the Sounds of Popular Music by Virgil Moorefield (2010), and contributions by music
researchers such as David Penn and Larry Beaird were also important in forming a holistic view
of popular hit songwriting and production techniques. The next section contains a brief
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background of the factors that were considered in this study, with particular emphasis on the
charts compiled by Billboard Magazine.
Methodology
Background

Billboard Magazine is one of the oldest publications in the world devoted to music
and the music industry. The Billboard Hot 100 is a weekly ranking of the most popular music
singles in the United States, all genres included, and is an industry-recognized data point to
identify the commercial success of a song. Data collection methods for the Hot 100 have been
retooled frequently throughout its history. Most recently, the chart has included data from digital
downloads, streaming plays, YouTube plays, and other sources.
The Billboard Hot 100 chart has been published on a continuing basis in Billboard
Magazine since August 4th, 1958. Currently, a new chart goes into effect every Saturday, but
the information is posted on the magazine’s website on the previous Thursday (Billboard
Magazine, 2016). In 2015, Billboard altered its tracking week for sales, streaming, and radio
airplay in order to conform to a new global release date, which now falls on Fridays in all majormarket territories. This new modified tracking schedule took effect in the issue dated July 25,
2015 (Billboard Staff, 2015).
Billboard.com defined the Hot 100 chart as,
The week’s 100 most popular current songs across all genres, ranked by radio airplay
audience impressions as measured by Nielsen BDS, sales data as compiled by Nielsen
SoundScan, and streaming activity data from online music sources tracked by Nielsen
BDS. Songs are defined as current if they are newly-released titles, or songs receiving
widespread airplay and/or sales activity for the first time.
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Billboard Editor Jack Adams revealed a more detailed formula in 2013, “Generally
speaking, our Hot 100 formula targets a ratio of sales (35-45%), airplay (30-40%), and streaming
(20-30%)” (as cited in Trust, 2013, para. 2).
Even though the Billboard Hot 100 chart had played an important role in the music
industry since the 1950s, it was not without its critics. One criticism was that it had been biased
against so-called non-rhythmic songs (Giles, 2007). Critics stated that most of the public today
got their music from streaming services, as opposed to radio play or digital or physical
purchases. Illegal downloading, a major factor in the music industry, was not accounted for in
the Hot 100 formula.
However, the Billboard Hot 100 remains the best tool to draw general conclusions about
the production and songwriting attributes found in popular commercial songs. The Billboard Hot
100 represents all popular genres and takes popularity rankings from multiple data points, as
referenced above. Using data gathered from chart performance also helps researchers keep
personal musical experience and preferences in check (Giles, 2007). The chart remained a
primary foundation in the majority of previous scholarly studies that attempted to draw statistical
conclusions about the behavior of popular singles over time (DeWall, Pond, Campbell, &
Twenge, 2011; Giles, 2007; Pettijohn & Sacco, 2009; Zullow, 1991).
Data Collection
The sample for this study was limited to all songs found on Billboard Hot 100 charts over
a two-year period, January 4, 2014, through December 26, 2015. This dataset included just
under 1000 songs: 458 songs that appeared on the Hot 100 in 2014 and 500 songs that appeared
on the Hot 100 in 2015. All data were gathered by the author and verified by the assistant
researcher. The research assistant was blind to the study’s primary questions and worked
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independently. In cases where disagreement emerged, the author and research assistant
discussed and came to an agreed-upon conclusion. As with any analysis of artistic material,
some factors in this study included a measurable amount of subjectivity. For example, when
codifying archetype, the researchers had to rely on their personal interpretation of the song’s
meaning. Data collection steps were as follows:
Billboard Hot 100 charts found online at billboard.com and song-database.com were used
and cross-verified to input “Artist” and “Song” for each song on the Billboard Hot 100 each
week. Information for “Chart Debut,” “Peak Date,” “Peak Position,” “Weeks on Chart,”
“Features Another Artist” and “Male/Female” was also gathered from these sources. For songs
that had multiple equal peaks, the author and research assistant opted to use the first peak date in
the spreadsheet. If a song’s time on the Billboard Hot 100 chart began before January 4, 2014,
the data was tracked back to the week that the song appeared on the chart. This means the total
number of weeks on the chart for each song is inclusive of all dates the song appeared.
However, on the 2014 data spreadsheet, all calculations ended with the final 2014 chart
date, meaning that for songs that continued to appear into 2015, the final calculation of number
of weeks on the chart is found in the 2015 sheet. Additionally, some songs reappear on the
charts due to unique events, such as Mariah Carey’s “All I Want for Christmas Is You,”
reappearing every year as a Christmas single. The gender of the performing artist was coded as
“male” in cases of a male solo performer (e.g., Fetty Wap) or an all-male band (e.g., 21 Pilots).
If the lead singer of a band was female but other band members male male (e.g., No Doubt, Paramore),the song was coded “female.” If the song was a male/female duet or a male artist
featuring a female artist, the song was coded as “both.”
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“Length,” and “Length (num)” were found using iTunes search. In some cases, multiple
song lengths are listed for a single song. This was usually a difference between the “album”
version of a song and the “single” version of the song. In most cases, the Hot 100 charts
identified and ranked as “single” version was used because it was the version of the song on the
radio and otherwise widely available to the public. A one-second discrepancy in song length
occasionally exists between original and clean versions of songs, usually Hip-Hop. This is
generally an arbitrary difference caused by the mix-down of a certain version of a song
containing a tiny bit of extra empty space. The shorter length of the two versions was used
unless an actual, audible change in length could be detected.
Using songbpm.com and audiokeychain.com as references, the “BPM” for each song was
calculated. If tempo information between the two sites conflicted, the song was located on
Spotify and a BPM tapper was used to manually to tap out the BPM. If a song sped up in tempo
during its duration, the average tempo between song extremes was calculated. If the tempo was
strange or varied significantly, it was noted in “Tempo-Other.” A good example of this was
Drake’s “0 to 100/The Catch Up,” two seemingly separate songs are contained in one recording.
Genius.com and Google Play Lyrics were used to search for song lyrics. These sources
were used to calculate “Number of Times Title Appears in Song” and “Song Hook in Title,” and
to analyze “Song Structure.” Some songs started with an alteration of the primary chorus, which
could be considered both intro and chorus. In these instances, these were identified as a chorus
in the assessment of intro lengths. “Harlem Shake” was the only fully instrumental song to
appear on the Hot 100 during this period, so it was excluded from lyrical analysis.
BMI, ASCAP, and SESAC repertory searches were used to fill in the “Songwriters” and
“# of Songwriters” columns. The crediting of songwriters was based on official PRO
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registrations. While the author and research assistant devoted significant time to mark the use of
samples, in some instances, sampled artists were both credited and un-credited as co-writers of
derivative material, a conflict based on individual arrangements made in the clearing of samples.
YouTube was used to find “Song Link” for the official song version of each song. “Intro
Length,” “Synopsis” “Rap Integrated?” and “Archetype” were also gathered from the YouTube
source. The archetype field used Kuchner’s (2009) twelve prime archetypes of Innocent,
Outlaw, Sage, Warrior/Hero, Lover, Everyman, Joker, Explorer, Caregiver, Wizard, Creator, and
Ruler. The authors added a final archetype of “Partier” because so many current popular songs
rely on this character role.
WhoSampled.com was used as a primary resource and cross-referenced with PRO
registrations to note whether any songs had “Samples Used.” In some instances, artists had
sampled their own previous material. This included from simple vocal lines to full musical
selections. The former is true in the case of Juicy J’s song “Bandz a Make Her Dance,” sampling
a vocal call from his group Three 6 Mafia’s “Maffia N----z.” The author and research assistant
still consider them as samples, even though clearance might not have been necessary.
Yet another qualifier for the definition of sampling were songs produced by certain artists
or producer containing sampled tags that announced an artist or producer as being involved on
the track. A clear example of this was producer DJ Mustard placing a vocal sample, originally
spoken by artist YG, saying “Mustard on the beat, h--,” in the majority of songs that he
produced. Again, we considered this a true sample and marked its use as such.
While WhoSampled.com identified the rerecording of lyrics from another song as a
sample, in the present study, that was classified as a cover or musical/lyrical reference. A
sample must be a recorded sound of some kind being repurposed in a song. We went so far as to
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listen to and compare each alleged sample to make this judgment personally. WhoSampled.com
is the best resource available at this time to find samples within records but cannot be considered
entirely comprehensive. If there were other interesting qualities about the song, including
common trends, they were included in in the “Comments” column of the specific song.
Category Definitions
Artist: Primary song performer
Song: Song title
Synopsis: A general summary or overview of a song’s mood, subject, and other content
Genre: Generalized category of song determined by sound, style, and instrumentation
Archetype: A model or base personality of a song’s character(s)
Chart debut: First week the song appears on Billboard Hot 100 chart
Peak date: Date of song’s highest Billboard Hot 100 chart position
Peak position: Highest Billboard Hot 100 chart position
Weeks on Hot 100: Number of total weeks song appeared on Billboard Hot 100 chart
Songwriter: Any credited participant in the writing of the song
Song structure or Song form: The order in which song section elements (Verse, Prechorus, Chorus, Bridge, etc.) appear. In this study, song form modules were primarily
determined by analyzing lyric content, rather than harmonics.
Male/Female: Gender of song performer
Features another artist: Contains performance from artist(s) other than the primary song
performer
Rap integrated: Whether the song contains a rap verse of some kind
Samples used: A previously created audio recording repurposed for use in a new song
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BPM: Beats per minute
Intro length: The length in seconds of a song’s vocal or instrumental introduction
Song length: Song length in minutes and seconds
Song length (num): Numerical value of song length for data calculation
Song Structure Terminology
Song structure in this study was primarly analyzed with the use of the lyric as melodic
and harmonic elements are more subjective and harder to quantify. The definitions below
embody definitions of “song form” within that context.
Chorus: A repeated section used as the foundation or return point of a song. Often
contains the hook.
Hook: A single word or phrase that embodies the song’s message. Typically found in the
chorus, although the hook can appear in other places as well.
Verse: Generally non-repeated written portion of song. Typically, section of the song
that tells the story or elaborates on the hook. In the data spreadsheet, if a verse contained new
lyric material, it was given a unique identifier (i.e., Verse 1, Verse 2, Verse 3).
Refrain: A loose repeated verse/chorus/hook that is generally longer than a hook but
shorter than a full chorus.
Intro: Song introduction. Could be an instrumental or vocal entrance.
Outro: The song’s coda
Break: A transition in the song with few words
Instrumental break: A section of the song without lyrics
Pre-chorus: An extension of the verse that typically builds the song’s energy into the
chorus
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Post-chorus: A repeated short section that immediately follows the chorus
Bridge: A section used as a break from the normal patterns of a song; often a lyrical or
thematic contrast to other song sections.
Results and Discussion
The study results sorted by category appear in this section. Tabulation, descriptive
statistics, and correlation analysis were used to obtain the results.
Introduction Length
The average length of the song introductions for all songs found on Billboard Hot 100
during 2014 and 2015 was 12.29 seconds, with a median of 12 seconds (see Figure 5). Fortythree percent of the song introductions lasted 0 to 10 seconds and 13.2% of the songs had no
introductions. These songs generally opened with either the full song (including vocals) or with
a capella vocals followed by the song’s full instrumentation entering shortly after
Frank (2009) argued that the commercial purpose for a song intro in the past was to give
radio DJ’s talk-over time. With portable and digital technologies, skipping a non-engaging intro
is easy for the listener. In today’s market, the consumer’s attention span is shorter than ever,
resulting in the need for the producer and songwriter to employ tight, engaging introductions or
sometimes no introductions at all (Frank, 2009). A recent study by Edison Research (2016)
stated the average American user of AM/FM radio switched the station 22 times during a
commute, while those using other platforms switched an average of 9.3 times per commute.
Of the 958 songs in this dataset, 126 (13%) began either with a chorus or a hook. Frank
(2009) believed that after the first listen, the introduction of a modern song should trigger
something unique about it in the first four seconds. If this does not happen, the listeners will not
be able to identify the song from their first listen and therefore not be able to purchase it
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immediately on iTunes (Frank, 2009). Murphy (2011) asserted that the producer/songwriter
must get the listener involved within the first 60 seconds, or the listener will turn off the song.
Songs in the digital streaming format need a minimum of 60 seconds of listening time to count as
a play and thus generate royalty money (Frank, 2009).

Introduction Length of All Songs on Billboard Hot 100 Chart 2014-2015
31-35 sec
2%

36-40 sec
1%

41 sec and longer
1%

26-30 sec
3%
21-25 sec 7%
No Intro (0 sec)
13%
1-5 sec
7%
16-20 sec
15%
6-10 sec
24%
11-15 sec
27%

Figure 5. Intro length of all songs on Billboard Hot 100, 2014-2015.

A correlation was calculated to index the strength and direction of the relationship
between success, as measured by peak position, and intro length. The correlation indicated a
weak positive relationship, r=.074.
Song Length
The average length for all songs found on the Billboard Hot 100 during the years 2014
and 2015 was 3:44 (3 minutes and 44 seconds), with a median length of 3:39. The majority
(68%) of the 958 songs were 3:00-3:59 (see Figure 6). Twenty-four percent were four minutes
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or longer. One factor for the increase in average length of a current song from the past standard
of the radio hits of the 1960s-1990s, which was closer to 2:30-3:30, could be the inclusion of
“other” data sources into the Billboard Hot 100 (YouTube, streaming sites, etc.) that did not rely
on song length as much as traditional radio did.

Length of All Songs on Billboard Hot 100 Chart
2014-2015
4:30-4:59
(6%)

Above 5 min 2:00-2:29
(1%)
(4%)

4:00-4:29
(14%)

2:30-2:59
(7%)

3:00-3:29
(30%)

3:30-3:59
(38%)

Figure 6. Length of all songs on Billboard Hot 100, 2014-2015.

Song Tempo
Swaminathan Schellenberg (2015) stated,
Fast-tempo music is considered to sound happier than slow-tempo music, just as major
and minor modes are happy and sad sounding, respectively. In general, adult listeners
give higher liking, pleasantness, or preference ratings to happy over sad sounding music.
(p. 192)
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Since the end of the 1970s, danceability has become an important factor in determining a
hit song. The Echo Nest dataset defined danceability as, “The ease with which a person could
dance to a song, over the course of the whole song.” The focus on a song’s danceability was
that the evidenced by the fact that the average tempo for all songs found on the Billboard Hot
100 during the years 2014 and 2015 was 116.65 BPM and the median tempo was 118bpm. The
mode of all tempos was 120BPM, aligning with Strom’s 2016 findings presented earlier. Fortythree songs featured that popular tempo, including “Night Changes,” “Sunny and 75,” and
“Counting Stars.”
Another interesting trend was the sheer amount of faster songs in the Hot 100. Fortyeight percent of the 958 songs in the dataset were 120 BPM or faster and 22% of the songs were
140bpm or faster (see Figure 7 and Figure 8).
The correlation coefficient (r = .269) provided evidence for a moderately strong positive
relationship between the number the beats per minute and the number of weeks in the Hot 100
Song Tempo of All Songs on Billboard Hot 100 Chart 2014-2015
160 bpm and above
5%

140-159 bpm
(18%)

60-79 bpm
4%

80-99 bpm
(26%)

120-139 bpm
(26%)
100-119 bpm
(21%)
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Figure 7. Pie chart of song tempo of all songs on Billboard Hot 100, 2014-2015.
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Figure 8. Bar graph of song tempo of all songs on Billboard Hot 100, 2014-2015.

Genre
Pop was the most prevalent genre for all songs found on the Billboard Hot 100 during the
years 2014 and 2015. Table 3 shows genre distribution over the two-year period. If Billboard
categorized a song as comprising multiple genres (i.e., Hip-Hop/Rock), these songs were counted
once in each category. Note that genres that included only one song among the 958 total songs
(Folk, Holiday, Retro) were not included in the table.
#1 Charting Songs
Of the 958 songs in the Billboard Hot 100 spreadsheet, only 27 achieved the #1 spot on
the Billboard Hot 100 chart. The breakdown by major genre is in Table 4.
Table 3. Genre Prevalence of Billboard Hot 100, 2014-2015
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Genre

f

%

Country

194

20

Hip-Hop

243

25

5

1

Pop

358

37

R&B

82

9

5

1

67

7

Latin

Religious
Rock

Table 4. Genre of #1 Songs on Billboard Hot 100, 2014-2015
Genre

f

%

Pop

19

70

Hip-Hop

4

15

R&B

4

15

Rock

0

0

Country

0

0

Pop holds the top spot by a large margin. This is due in part to the nature of pop music being
“popular” music as well as the genre’s large span, ranging from pure Pop artists like Katy Perry
to more indie rock or indie pop artists like Fun and Echo- smith. Both rock and country genres
failed to achieve a number-one song on the Billboard Hot 100 charts for the years studied.
Both Rock and Country genres failed to achieve a #1 song in the last two years of the
Billboard Hot 100 charts. The highest place a country song has held was fourth place, which
was held by Florida Georgia Line’s “Cruise.” The highest charting rock song was Maroon 5’s
“Sugar,” although some believe that Maroon 5 straddled the line between Rock and Pop.
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Song Archetypes/Subject Matter
A good song, just like an effective brand, typically evokes a familiarity, embodied
character role, or archetype. When listeners hear a song that contains an authentic archetype, the
song brings meaning to their lives (Kuchner, 2009). The Lover archetype was by far the favored
narrator role/stock character found in Billboard Hot 100 during the years 2014 and 2015,
appearing in 62% of the songs (see Figure 9 and Table 5). The Lover, as defined by Kuchner, is
a character that focuses on matters of the heart. Two other popular character roles during the
years 2014 and 2015 for the narrator were “Warrior,” the hero character that takes responsibility
and faces challenges such as in the song “Roar” by Katy Perry, and the “Ruler,” being the boss,
the president, or the CEO, as found in Fifth Harmony’s song “Bo$$.” As mentioned in the
methodology section, the archetype of Partier was added to Kuchner’s original 2009 list to
accommodate the growing number of today’s commercial songs using that character role. If the
authors categorized a song as comprising multiple archetypes (see Table 6), the song was
counted once in each category.

Song	
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  for	
  All	
  Songs	
  on	
  Billboard	
  Hot	
  100	
  Chart	
  
2014-‐2015	
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0	
  

Figure 9. Song archetype of all songs on Billboard Hot 100, 2014-2015.
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Table 5. Archetype Prevalence of Billboard Hot 100, 2014-2015
Archetype/Stock Character

f

%

Caregiver

7

1

Everyman

66

7

Explorer

25

3

Innocent

104

11

Joker

7

1

Lover

592

62

Outlaw

59

6

Partier

89

9

Ruler

144

15

Sage

100

10

Warrior/Hero

202

21

Table 6. Archetype Combinations in Billboard Hot 100, 2014-2015
Archetype

f

%

Overall Combined Message

Warrior/Ruler

94

10

Character is leader/boss and overcomes the odds

Partier/Innocent

63

7

Character or subject is enjoying life and having fun,
typically from a young perspective

Lover/Outlaw

25

3

Character rebels against authority for love

Use of Title in Song
Frank (2009) believed a song’s title should provide the public instant accessibility for
purchase. The more often the title is repeated, the more memorable the song is for purchase.
However, too many iterations of the title could be cumbersome. De Clercq (2008) advocated the
balance of “variety versus unity” to maintain interest in the song. Sometimes the song’s title is
not the hook itself. In the present study, iterations of the title appearing in the lyric sheet were
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counted. Thirty-five of the 958 songs (4%) found on the Billboard Hot 100 during the years
2014 and 2015 did not include the song title in the song lyrics. Some examples of include
“Cecilia And The Satellite,” “100 Grandkids” and “The Christmas Song.” On the opposite end
of the spectrum “My Ni**a” by YG repeated the song’s title/hook appears 86 times, while PSY’s
“Hangover” the song’s title/hook appears 150 times, counting both the sung repetitions and
artificially created repetitions (i.e. delays).
The average number of times the title was repeated within a song on the Billboard Hot
100 during the years 2014 and 2015 was 11.75 (12) times, the median was 9 repetitions, and the
mode was 6 repetitions. A correlation was calculated to index the strength and direction of the
relationship between success, as measured by peak position, and number of times title appears in
song. The correlation indicated a weak negative non-significant relationship, r = -.086. A
similar correlation was calculated to measure the relationship between success, as measured by
weeks on Hot 100, and number of times title appears in song. The correlation indicated a weak
non-significant relationship, r = .054. A third correlation was calculated to test the strength and
direction of the relationship between genre and number of times title appears in song. The
correlation indicated a weak non-significant relationship, r = .078.
Song Form
Recalling the AABA song form, and the get-to-the–chorus-quick mentality, 127 (13%) of
the songs started on the chorus/hook with no musical intro and 88 songs (9%) had a brief musical
intro but went straight to the chorus. In other words, 21% of the songs started with a chorus, not
a verse. When divided by major genre (omitting genres with only a few songs present on the
Billboard Hot 100 Chart including Folk, Latin, Holiday, and Religious), what might be the most
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interesting piece of information is that all genres predominately start with a verse except for HipHop. Hip-Hop songs on the Hot 100 start with a chorus at a roughly 2:1 ratio (see Table 7).

Table 7. Song Starts by Genre, Billboard Hot 100, 2014-2015
Genre

Songs Starting with a Verse

Songs Starting with Something Other
Than a Verse (Chorus, Bridge, etc.)

Country

190

4

Hip-Hop

76

165

Rock

308

51

R&B

57

25

Rock

55

12

Song forms varied widely but two of the most popular were (a) Intro, Verse, Pre-Chorus,
Chorus, Verse, Pre-Chorus, Chorus, Bridge, Chorus and (b) Intro, Verse, Chorus, Verse Chorus,
Bridge Chorus. Two examples of interesting and inventive song forms were DJ Snake (Dillon
Francis and DJ Snake’s “Get Low” (Hook-8x, Hook 2-28x, Chorus, Hook-8x, Hook 2-28x,
Chorus), a song based solely on hooks with no storytelling, and Jennifer Lopez’s “I Luh Ya
Papi” (Bridge 1, Verse, Bridge 2, Chorus, Bridge 1, Verse, Bridge 2, Chorus, Verse, Verse,
Chorus), a song that relied on the heavy presence of a repeated Bridge section.
Disappearing Third Verse/Appearance of Post-Chorus
An interesting piece of data to arise from this study was the range of song structures that
now exist in modern music. Traditionally a Verse, Chorus, Verse, Chorus, Verse, Chorus
structure was standard (with the third verse potentially replaced by a bridge). Currently,
especially in the genres of Hip-Hop and Country, structure seems to be changing. In Country, a
third verse or bridge is still standard, but is no longer a given in every song: look at Eric
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Church’s “Cold One.” In Hip-Hop, unique song structures are more common. Examples include
Kanye West’s lack of a chorus in “Blood on the Leaves” and the combination of two noticeably
separate songs mixed into one track, as in Drake’s “Pound Cake/Paris Morton Music 2.”
The rise of the Post-Chorus, detailed by Summach (2012), provided a secondary earworm
typically containing the hook added to the end of the traditional chorus. Examples are in Sam
Hunt’s “House Party” and One Direction’s “Steal My Girl.” This technique appeared in 40 of
the 958 songs (4%) on the Billboard Hot 100 charts during the years 2014 and 2015.
Number of Songwriters versus Genre
During the period of 2014-2015 country music averaged the least number of songwriters,
with fewer than three per song. Both Rock and Pop average slightly less than 4 songwriters per
song, while Hip-Hop and R&B both average just over 5 songwriters per song. This was
interesting for a number of reasons, including the issue of royalty distribution by genre and
songwriting/production opportunities for writers of each genre. Co-writer differentials with
respect to genre remained steady through both years in review (see Table 8 and Figure 10).

Table 8. Writers per Song by Genre, Billboard Hot 100, 2014-2015
2014
Genre

2015
Writers per Song

Genre

Writers per Song

Country

2.88

Country

2.88

Hip-Hop

5.38

Hip-Hop

5.00

Pop

3.53

Pop

4.08

Rock

3.97

Rock

3.80

R&B

5.09

R&B

5.14
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Number of Songwriters All Genres for All Songs on Billboard Hot 100
Chart 2014-2015
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Figure 10. Number of songwriters of all songs on Billboard Hot 100, 2014-2015.

Just 53 of the 958 songs (5.5%) on the Billboard Hot 100 charts during the years 2014
and 2015 were written by a sole writer. The mode for number of co-writers for song appearing
on the Billboard Hot 100 charts during the years 2014 and 2015 in all genres was 3.00 and the
average was 4.07 writers per song. Co-writers may have one primary expertise (lyrics or
melody) and rely on their counterpart for the other element to draw out each other’s creative
strengths. Writing with the producer allows both parties to have creative input into the product
and financial incentives in its outcome.
A correlation was calculated to index the strength and direction of the relationship
between success, as measured by peak position, and writers per song. The correlation indicated a
weak negative non-significant relationship, r = -.10. A similar correlation was calculated to
measure the relationship between success, as measured by weeks on Hot 100, and writers per
song. The correlation indicated a very weak non-significant relationship, r = .06.
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Artist Collaborations
Of the 958 songs in the dataset, 317 (33%) featured collaborations between artists, such
as Missy Elliott featuring Pharrell Williams in the song “WTF.” The most common type of
collaboration was a typical pop song with a rap verse injected into the form. This type of
collaboration appeared in 295 (31%) of all songs appearing on the Billboard Hot 100 charts
during the years 2014 and 2015 (see Figure 11).
The analysis showed that choosing two types of artists, especially those from two
different genres, to perform on a song widened the song’s appeal and chances for commercial
success. A musical reason might also exist for the effectiveness of featuring an artist from
another genre. Frank (2009) wrote that to be commercially successful in today’s market, a song
cannot rely on a monotonous, sampled groove to be hit worthy. It must have several textures and
style changes. A listener typically hits the boredom mark with a song at around two minutes of
play. If something interesting like a fast rap or a developed instrumental section can be inserted
into the song, it will keep the listener’s interest. Frank used the Gorillaz’ “Feel Good Inc.” as an
example of the constant shift in styles contributing to a song’s popularity (Frank, 2009).
Male vocals dominated the charts. Of the songs, 643 (67%) featured a male lead singer,
whereas female lead vocals were featured in 213 songs (22%). Only 11% featured both genders
singing the lead vocal (i.e., duet performances).
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Lead Vocal Gender of Primary Artist for All Songs on
Billboard Hot 100 Chart 2014-2015
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Figure 11. Lead vocal gender of primary artist for all songs on Billboard Hot 100, 2014-2015.

Presence of Hip-Hop/Rap
Hip-Hop/Rap started the process of becoming a commercially viable genre in the 1980s.
The prevalence of the genre in modern music grew through the 1990s and 2000s and reached a
point where the genre and its influence bled into multiple genres, including Pop, Rock, and even
Country. Of the 958 songs in the spreadsheet, 295 of the songs (31%) had a rap integrated
somewhere in the song (Verse, Bridge, or throughout). Most of the time, the rap feature was
performed by another artist, as referenced above, but not always. Additionally, the 31% did not
include songs that have rap influence in their structure or flow, but rather songs that had at least
one actual rap verse. This meant that nearly one third of all songs on the Billboard Hot 100
Chart featured a rapper in some capacity.
Production Trends
Using the some of the 2014-2015 hit production trends detailed by Strom (2014, 2015,
2016), the author and research assistant analyzed the 500 songs appearing on the Billboard Hot
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100 charts during 2015 (see Table 9). The analysis was, of course, subjective; however, results
showed validity in many of Strom’s observations.

Table 9. Production Trend and Song Example, Billboard Hot 100, 2015
Production Trend

Songs in

Song Example

2015
Repeating/chopped vocal samples

21

Repeating saxophone riff

6

Justin Bieber “We Are”
Fifth Harmony “Worth It”

Pitch shifted vocals-either up or down

19

Bryson Tiller “Don’t”

808 style snare/Trap drum influence

63

Ciara “I Bet”

Intentional sloppy auto-tuning

31

Big Sean “All Your Fault”

Overabundance of sampled claps in songs

148

Kevin Gates “I Don’t Get Tired”

Other Data Analysis
A Pearson correlation analysis for both 2014 and 2015 combined charts was calculated
for any variable that could be analyzed numerically. Additionally a two tailed t-test was
performed df = 854, p = .000. Variables such as song form could not be quantified for
correlation. Correlations were taken as a whole for all genres on the 2014-2015 charts, as well as
disaggregated for songs in the Country, Hip Hop, Pop, R&B, and Rock genres because the
number of songs was sufficient. Highlights of any variables that showed a moderate to strong
relationship, either positive or negative, appear in Table10. A comparison of all the findings
from the present study with findings from previous studies appears in Appendix B and full
correlation analysis appears in Appendix C.
Table 10. Statistically Significant Correlations, Billboard Hot 100, 2014-2015
Variable

R
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Relationship

Number of weeks on the Hot 100 and the

(0.732)

Strong negative

Number of writers and the peak position

(0.129)

Moderately weak negative

Number of times the title appeared in the

(0.086)

Weak negative

0.074

Weak positive

0.179

Moderately weak positive

(0.213)

Moderately weak negative

(0.128)

Moderately weak negative

0.31

Moderately strong positive

(0.42)

Moderately strong negative

peak position

song and the peak position
Length of the introduction and the peak
position
Number of writers and the number of
weeks on the Hot 100 for country songs
Number of writers and peak position for
hip hop songs
Number times the title appeared in the song
and peak position for pop songs
Length of the introduction and peak
position for R&B songs
Number of writers and peak position for
rock songs

Conclusions
A hit is a moving target. Even though a set formula for a hit song might never exist,
evolving trends can be useful in production and songwriting to help guide students and the music
creators to make the most commercial product possible. Students of songwriting need to be
aware that the public’s taste shifts over time and formulas are constantly changing. The study
presented here concentrated on finding common threads among songs that were already deemed
current hits by Billboard.
The information in this study should serve as general observations of common factors
among the Billboard Hot 100 rather than songwriting gospel. Because this study primarily
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provided averages across all genres, due to the nature of the Billboard Hot 100, the average
values may not represent the qualities of a hit song in one genre. Non-hits were not analyzed in
this study, so knowing whether a statistically significant difference exists between hits and nonhits regarding certain factors is difficult. This area would be a good place to start with future
research.
As evidenced above, the results showed some significant correlations between the
variables in two years worth of Billboard charts. However one could make the argument that
variables not analyzed such as marketing budget or financial support or radio play, could also be
the cause of its success.
A description of successful songs does not necessarily provide a formula for creating new
successful songs. To claim that composing a song with certain characteristics would cause that
song to be a hit, some manipulation of the factors analyzed through a controlled experiment
would have to be tested to establish causality. However, each era of songwriting and music
production has common threads including song form, production techniques, common chord
progressions, and subject matter. If someone had asked Gershwin what song form to use in the
jazz age, his answer would have most likely been AABA! The best use of the information
discovered in this study would be to enlighten the audience to techniques used by other hit
writers and producers and to provide guidelines for what modern songwriters and producers
should use.
We can now return to the original research question: “What common practices in
songwriting and production did current hit songs exhibit for the years 2014-2015, were any
related to its success, and how were these practices similar or different from those in the past?”
The first part of the research question asks “what common practices in songwriting and
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production did current hit songs exhibit for the years 2014-2015?” Based on our data analysis,
common practices from the current popular music marketplace should include the following
prescriptions:
•

Do not worry too much about song length, as long as it is less than four minutes.

•

Make your intro 15 seconds or less: 71% of songs on the Billboard Hot 100 did
that in 2014 and 2015.

•

Write your song at a danceable tempo (120bpm would be a good starting point) in
the pop genre or in a genre that combines itself with pop.

•

Write about love and have your song narrator play the “Lover” archetype.

•

Use the song’s title as the hook and repeat it multiple times. More than 10 times
throughout the song would be a good number to shoot for and would increase the
song’s chance of the audience remembering it.

•

Co-write your song, especially if you are in the Pop, R&B, and Hip-Hop genres.

•

Experiment with song form. Hits have no set technique anymore as long as some
pattern is present. Experiment with the disappearing third verse, half verse, and
post-chorus.

•

Feature a male vocal. Don’t be afraid to feature more than one artist on your
track, it will most likely help your song’s success.

•

Use different textures in the song’s production that draw in listeners from
different genres. An example would be using trap beats, claps, and pitched
samples in country music.
The second part of the research question, “were any variables related to the song’s

success?” can be answered with a soft “yes, moderate correlations were found between
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variables” (see Table 10 and Appendix C). The third part of our research question “how
were these practices similar or different from those in the past?” can be answered using
the Review of Literature and Appendix B.

Additional Research
Since our correlations were only moderate, additional follow-up studies should include a
multivariate analysis and comparison of the tested factors alongside the data presented in the
current study to see how external factors such as marketing and radio promotion versus song
formula contribute to making a song a hit.
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Appendix A:
Subject Synopsis of All Songs on Billboard Hot 100 Charts 2014-2015
A country song about a hardworking woman who occasionally needs a break to relax.
A country song about a girl who rides next to the singer in his car.
A country song about how the singer was going to die young until he met a particular girl.
A country song about good people striving to do right at the end of their lives.
A country song about slowing down life for a second at mama's house.
An upbeat country song about party and enjoying oneself by the river.
A country song describing all of the things American children go through.
A song in which the singer is reminiscing about the summer he spent when he was 19 and the girl he fell in love
with.
A country song about a guy falling in love with a girl while they get arrested.
A country song about how the singer wishes he could relive the night he just had with the girl he loves.
A country song about a girl who is sweet and southern like homegrown honey.
A country song about the singer finding a country girl in New York City.
A country song about a girl who the singer likes.
A country song about remembering an old love.
A country song about being with a girl in his car.
A country love song about getting kisses from a girl.
A country song about a girl being the perfect storm of positive traits.
A country song about a complicated girl the singer is in love with.
A country song about being addicted to a girl.
A country song about having rough sex.
A country song about a girl who likes Guns N' Roses.
A country song about the singer wanting a solid, strong love with his significant other.
A country song about a girl and whiskey.
A country song about someone “taking” the singers hometown and him wanting it back.
A country song about following your heart.
A country song about the singer not being slowed down by a man.
A country song about the singer ruining everything he touches or is involved with including relationships.
A fun traditional country rock song about a Christms party.
A country love song about a girl being compared to alcohol the signer lovers.
A country song about having a good time with a girl at night.
A country song about having a crazy night with a girl and it still just getting started.
A country song about being with a girl at the beach.
A country song about having a great evening with a girl the singer likes.
A country song about a girl and her kisses being like sunshine and whiskey.
A country duet about back when the singers used to be a couple.
A country song about a roller coaster relationship.
A country song about all the things a girl makes the singer want to do.
A country song about a girl who makes the singer happy and excited.
A country song about a fast, passionate relationship.
A country song about having a good time with a girl.
A sentimental country song about losing one's memory and not missing the ones he loves.
A country song about girl the singer loves and living the simple life - just his truck and his girl.
A country song about the ups and downs in a relationship.
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A country song lovingly remembering a past relationship with a man who just got married.
A country song about hoping a girl gets lonely and calls the singer for comfort.
A country song about a girl the singer is very in love with, comparing her to whiskey in his water.
A country song about staying up all night with a girl.
A country song about moving on from an old relationship and a girl not being worth the whiskey it would take to
drown out her memory.
A country song about doing things the old school way and that now days everything is “automatic.”
A country song about losing a friend and coping with it through drinking.
A country song about the singer not wanting to end his time with a girl so they leave town together.
A country song about having fun and that anything goes.
A country song about having a fun time with a girl.
A country song about the singer having a crush on a girl.
A country song about the singer wanting to spend as much time with a girl as her can, asking her to “stay a little
longer.”
A country song about being deeply in love with a girl.
A country song about maritial and spiritual infidelity.
An upbeat country song about a relationship ending.
A country song about a girl and getting away with her in a car.
A country song about the singer loving a girl.
A country song about the singer and his girlfriend living a wild and crazy life that people will notice and
remember.
A country song about a good night partying.
A country song about being young again.
A country song about being with a girl and living a crazy life that will be remembered.
A country song about going to the bar after stressful days and events.
A fun country song about having a good time at Talladega for a NASCAR race just before “the real world”
started.
A country song about the singer being a traveler.
A country song about the singer loving a girl and if they are together, he can die happy.
A song about the singer saying hurtful things to his love when he's drunk.
A country song about a girl who walks into a bar looking lonely.
A country song about a vacation in Mexico falls in which the singer falls in love with a girl at a bar on his last
night in town.
A country song about the difficulties of breaking up with someone in a small town
A loving country song about a girl the singer likes.
A country song about watching the stars with a girl the singer loves.
A country song about drinking after a relationship ends to numb the pain.
A pop country song about everyone else having a girlfriend but the singer.
A song about being done with a relationship and it not being worth the tears anymore.
A country song about the singer's favorite times being with a girl.
A country song about loving a girl who always rides next to him in his car.
A country song about being with a girl late into the night and wanting it to last.
A country song about drinking after a breakup.
A country song about a relationship that is over and cutting down the tree they once carved their names in.
A country song about having a good time on a Sunday (pun).
A country party song about drinking and having a good time.
A country song about having beers after a long day of work.
A country party song about being with a girl and drinking.
A country song about being who you want to be no matter what.
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A country song that flips the stereotype of girls in most country songs.
A country song turning the sterotypical “girl in a country song” on its head.
A country song about going overboard with alcohol and women.
A country song about continuing to work hard even when things get tough.
A country song about getting out of a small town to change her life.
A country song about drinking with friends at a bar.
A country song about coming from a regular small town and not a flashy city.
A country song about ignoring heartbreak and going out to enjoy a beautiful day.
A country love song about wanting to kiss a girl all the time.
A country song about the singer wanting to have sex with a particular girl.
A country song about a girl the singer loves who balances him out perfectly and “saves” him.
A country song about a girl who makes the singer feel like any day is a beautiful day.
A country song in which the singer compares the common saying “we all want what we can't have” with the fact
that he wants back the girl he used to have.
A country song about the girl the singer loves, asking her to stay faithful despite him being gone often on the
road.
A country song about a relationship the singer loves but she has done wrong to her significant other.
A country song about being the best person you can be when you are with your lover.
A country song about a passionate love.
A country song in which the singer tells a girl to leave her current boyfriend and be with the singer instead.
A country love song in which the singer tells another man that his significant other still loves him.
A country song about playing confusing love games with a girl.
A country song about meeting a girl for the first time.
A country song about a girl leaving the singer during the summer.
A country song about partying in a small town.
A country song about drinking, smoking, and having a good time.
A country song about being rugged and influenced by American values.
A country song about the singer not being a dancer.
A country song about working in the dirt.
A country song about a girl who is wild, crazy, and free.
A country song about the good old days in high school when all you needed to have a good time were friends and
a good song on the radio.
A country song about having a party in a field after a long work week.
A country song about the singer fixing up his dad's car and going with his friends down to Talladega to see a
NASCAR race.
A country song with Christian overtones about being saved by God.
A pop country song about growing stronger in life.
A country song about finding a very special girl.
A country song about seeing a beautiful girl at a bar and how much the singer wants to be with her.
A country song about a girl the singer loves that makes him feel like he's home whenever he's with her.
A country song about loving a girl.
A pop country song about a boy looking good to the singer.
A country song about a girl in a relationship that is ending but her wanting her man to slow her down from
walking away.
A country song about a girl who makes the singer go mad.
A country song about being young, living for the moment, and asking her man not to let her be lonely.
A country song about a night with a girl fueled by sangria.
A loving country song about the girl the singer is in love with.
A country song about a girl the singer is always thinking about.
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A country song about the singer seeing this one girl everywhere that he goes.
A country song about a guy meeting a girl in a bar and falling in love.
A country love song about wanting to desperately be with a girl.
A country song in which the singer calls a girl to see because he is feeling lonely.
A country song about calling a girl when the singer is lonely and meeting up.
A country song about a girl the singer knows and how much he wants everything about her.
A country song about the blue collar works who work during the week and drink over the weekend.
A country song about a good night in the country with a girl.
A country song about wanting to live a wild and crazy life that he can one day reminisce about.
A humorous song about money not buying happiness but it can buy things that make the singer happy.
A country song about an amazing girl.
A country song about being with an attractive girl in the evening.
A country song about a girl who looks amazing all the time, but especially at night.
A fun country song about “calling dibs” on a new man's time and love.
A country song about being deeply in love with a girl.
A country song in which the singer tells a girl he likes what she means to him.
A country song about having a good time with a girl.
A country song about trying to spice up a relationship by doing something a different than usual.
A country song about an on-again-off-again relationship.
A country song about getting close to a beautiful girl.
A country love song about having a two person house party with a girl the singer loves.
A country song about meeting up with a girl in a bar and having a great night.
A country song about the singer going on the honeymoon trip he was going to go on with his ex-fiance. He gets
drunk on the plane there.
A country ode to country backroads.
A country song about the singer not being able to wait to see his girl.
A country song about being with a girl who is like heaven to the singer.
A country song in which the singer is sorry for hurting the one he loves and asks what he can do to make her
stay.
A country song about drinking alcohol during the day time.
A country song about being different and the singer encouraging different people to keep hope.
A country song in which the singer talks to a girl and the audience in general about partying.
A country song about how love can be distracting and take your thoughts to place they shouldn't go.
A country song about living the cowboy lifestyle.
A country song about being like a cowboy serenading a girl.
A country song about the singer loving a girl and comparing her to the attributes of smoke including being
addicted to her.
A country song about living in a small town and the singer having all he needs.
A country song about what the singer wants to be to the girl he loves.
A country song about getting back to basics in love.
A country song about loving a girl even though their relationship is starting to fade.
A country song with a double meaning of both being great at what the singer does as well as crushing beer cans
over the weekend to unwind.
A country song about holding on to the things you love and remind you of beliefs, people, and events in life.
A country song about taking a girl on a date and having a good time.
A song about how the singer likes to do whatever the girl he loves likes to do.
A country song about words and how they can hurt, unlike toy guns.
A country song about the singers' everyday life and being proud of it.
A country song about being excited that something bad or crazy is about to happen.
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A country song about a guy who meets a girl and he wakes up the next day in love with her.
A country song about a girl.
A pop country song about partying but needing a girl.
A country pop song about relaxing and having sex.
A country song about living the good life and standing up for what you believe in.
A country song about the little things that make life great.
A rugged country song about the singer and a girl being together.
A country song about all the things the singer loves in life.
A country song about feeling on top of the world no matter the singer's circumstances because he loves a girl.
A country song about having a great night with a significant other.
A country song about being with a girl and kissing her until her lipstick is gone.
A country song about being with a girl and seeing what she is doing later in the night.
A country song about God making girls for many different reasons.
A country song about all of the reasons God made girls.
A country song about the singer liking a girl and how excited she gets when her favorite song comes on.
A country song about having a good time and feeling good.
A country song about remembering a past summer love.
A country song about meeting a girl in the country.
A folk song about not believing the words a significant other is saying.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper showing off his skill and lifestyle.
A parody song about grammar based on the original song “Blurred Lines” by Robin Thicke and Pharrell.
A Hip-Hop song about sex and living a wild lifestyle.
A Hip-Hop song about enjoying a crazy night including drinks, sex, and partying.
A Hip-Hop flex song about getting wild.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about the singers being bosses and looking for bosses as partners.
A pop holiday song about wanting a significant other for Christmas.
A Latin Pop song about dancing with a girl and having a good time.
A Latin pop song about not being able to live without a former lover who is now engaged to be married.
A Spanish pop song about dancing and feeling pure adrenaline.
A Spanish influenced pop song about dancing with a girl.
A pop song about the singer loving his newborn daughter.
A holiday song about all the wonderful parts of Christmas.
A pop rock song about wanting to be with a girl and dance with her.
A pop song about a stolen dance with a girl the singer loves.
A pop song about a whirlwind romance.
A pop song about loving someone from afar.
A pop song about using sex, drugs, and alcohol to keep the singer's mind off an ex-boyfriend.
A pop song with multiple singers about Christmas time and helping others.
A pop song about the singer not being able to forgive God for the evils of the world.
A song about both the destruction of the ancient city of Pompeii but also how we all seem to repeat the same
mistakes that are hard to avoid and therefore making it hard to be optimistic about beating them.
A pop song about not being able to forgive a guy who has done the singer wrong.
A pop love song about flying home to the girl the singer loves.
A pop Hip-Hop song about a brokenhearted girl being left by a guy who is “the worst” but she still wants.
A pop song about the singer being in love with the glass blower's daughter.
A pop song about falling in love with the way a girl holds the singer.
A pop song about giving someone all your love because we all might be dead tomorrow.
A pop song about being carnal and animalistic.
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A pop song about being in love with a woman going to medical problems.
A pop song about keeping a romance inside of a photograph so nothing can change or harm it.
A pop song about the singer feeling like she is losing pieces of herself in a relationship.
A pop song about missing a lover who is gone.
A pop song in which the singer says he would give up anything for his love.
A pop song about making an ex jealous by taking “selfies” in a club.
A pop song about prescription drugs making the singer happy.
A pop song about a love that will last forever.
A pop song about being in love and uniting like the empires of the world.
A pop song about the singer's boyfriend not getting what he wants from a relationship and wanting someone else.
A pop song about the singer having a checkered dating past but she is still open to new relationships.
A pop song about meeting her next guy and the bad reputation she has for over-dating.
A pop song about a girl in blue jeans that the singer only met once.
A pop song about an exciting love.
A pop song about being in love with and adoring someone.
A pop song about a girl who looks amazing but now says things to him that hurts.
A pop song about loving someone forever.
A pop rock song about loving a girl forever.
A pop song about being driven and powerful in the face of enemies.
A pop song about being fed up with different issues.
A fun traditional country rock song about a Christms party.
A pop song from a major motion picture about building a snowman together with friends/family.
A song about being happy in life and enjoying the days we have now.
A pop song about loving a girl and making the love feel like home.
A pop song about the singer being betrayed by a girl but she doesn't know he knows.
A pop song in which the singer tells the girl he loves that he won't break her heart and that it is not a bad thing to
fall in love with him.
A pop song about the bright and shining love the singer and his girl share.
A pop song about the chaos of love.
A pop song about loving a girl who the singer cannot make love him back.
A pop song about loving someone despite the chaos around them.
An indie pop song about a boy the singer loves who is complicated.
A pop song about the singer wanting a girl to leave the man she is with for him.
A pop song about being brokenhearted after a girl left the singer.
A pop song about loving a man and having nothing without him.
A song about a scorned lover telling her ex to treat whoever he finds next better than he treated herself.
An indie pop song about leaving a man she loves for a moment to be on the west coast.
A pop song about uplifting and empowering the next generation.
A pop song about the nature of life and if we are all just flashes of light in the dark.
A pop dubstep song about breaking free.
A loving song about a mother caring for her child.
A pop song about living a full and long life, taking advantage of everything it offers.
A rebellious pop song about meeting at a tree where an atrocity has occurred.
A pop song about the singer being with a girl who everyone wants.
A pop song in which the singer asks his love if she would still be with him if he was locked up forever.
An upbeat pop song about sex.
A pop rock song about the singer loving a particular girl.
A pop song about a girl the singer met in the summer.
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A pop song about how the girl the singer loves is all that matters to him.
A song about learning how to love.
A song about being unable to stop falling in love with someone.
A pop rock song about bad blood between people and trying to get over it.
An acoustic pop song about not living too fast and taking your time with life.
A pop song about accomplishing your dreams but not letting them own you.
A pop song about not wanting to live the lifestyle of the rich and famous.
A pop song about not wanting to live the lifestyle of the rich and famous.
A pop song about the singer hating to go to parties.
A pop song about the singers loving a girl and being lost without her.
A pop song about how it feels to fall in love.
A pop song about the singer asking if a girl would be faithful and stay with him no matter what.
A pop song about striving to accomplish your dreams but then feeling comfort in the arms of a lover.
A pop song about a girl who lights the singer's heart on fire.
A pop song about loving a girl and how good it feels.
A pop song in which the singer questions whether he is in love or just loves the rush of a new relationship.
A pop song about sex and humanity.
A pop song in which the singer tells a man to remember their good times together.
A pop song about losing faith in a significant other.
A pop song about loving a girl while other guys try to steal her away.
A pop song about having a crazy life but having amazing midnight memories with a girl.
A pop song about the singer self-medicating the pain of a breakup by using her vices.
A pop song about how quickly the night changes and you wake up from dreams.
A pop song about the singer finding his purpose.
A pop song about living a chaotic life and looking for love.
A pop song about living in high society.
A pop song about imagining a way for the world to live in peace.
A song about looking back on past times and feeling young again.
An empowering pop song about reclaiming one's life and living to the fullest.
A pop song about the pressures and hardships in life.
A pop song about being full of fire and determination.
A pop ballad of sorts about meeting at midnight underneath a tree once used to hang a murderer.
A pop holiday song about presents underneath the tree at Christmas.
A pop song about the singer's unique lover.
A pop song in which the singer gives particular advice to her future husband.
A pop song in which the singer writes a letter to her future husband about what she expects.
A pop song about the singer being nothign without love.
A pop song about the singer still loving someone that has betrayed him.
A pop song from the major motion picture “Frozen” about love.
A pop song about being with someone for one more night before leaving.
A pop song about never letting go of the one you love.
A pop song about the singer cheating on her boyfriend but still wanting to spend one last night with him to say
goodbye.
A song about the singer's unique lover.
A pop song about the singer offering a potential short term relationship with a girl.
A pop song in which the singer talks about not being able to change men that act like boys.
A pop song about the story of the singers' lives which includes loving and being dedicated to a girl.
A pop song about learning life lessons.
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A pop song about believing in and falling in love.
A pop song about a girl in a love triangle who hopes the other girls smells her perfume on the man.
A pop song about wanting affection from someone even though the relationship may not work out.
A pop song about the singer wanting a girl to stay even though it’s a one-night stand.
A pop song about the singer having a one-night stand and then not wanting the girl to leave.
A loving pop song about the singer being worried that a long-term relationship is ending.
A pop R&B song about the singer trying to get his wife back.
A pop R&B song about the singer being with a guy and wishing he was her first love so there were no others.
A pop song about a girl giving the singer strength and that he gives his word he won't leave.
A pop song about being in love with a girl who he tells to be the life of the party.
A pop song about meeting a girl and dancing with her all night to the bet song ever.
A pop song about how much the singer is in love with a guy.
A pop song about having sex with someone with a perfect body.
A pop song about loving a girl who the singer has loved since they were 18 years old.
A pop song about partying with friends and how it can lead to potential problems because they may end up
sleeping with each other.
A pop song in which the singers talk about being unable to get over a man.
A pop song about loving a guy who the singer may not see again, except in their wildest dreams.
A pop holiday song about the singer only wanting her significant other for Christmas.
A pop song about the singer having left a trail of broken hearts that won't let go of her.
A pop song about a beautiful girl going through life changes everyone can relate to.
A pop song about slowly drifting away and not being easy to love.
A pop song about feeling despondent when not around a girl the singer loves.
A pop song about being better off after a breakup.
A song about being a rotten person to the core.
A pop song about having a good time and living like tomorrow does not exist.
A fun and upbeat song about dancing and enjoying life.
A pop song about drinking and partying like there is no tomorrow.
A pop song about not wanting to go to school but rather to party and have fun all the time.
A pop song about pop culture in America and our current values.
An acoustic pop in which the singer talks to an old man about life.
A pop song about wanting to escape and find solitude.
A pop song from a major motion picture; characters transition from childhood to adulthood and then their
relationship drifts apart as they endure hardships.
A pop song about loving someone like it's the last time they will ever be together.
A pop song about not being the type to fall in love, but then falling in love.
A pop song about missing someone from a previous relationship.
A song about meeting a girl at a party and spending the whole night hanging out with her and falling in love.
A pop duet about the two signers being madly in love with each other.
A song about the singer turning down a girl because he already has his true love.
A pop song about loving and being comforted by the man the singer loves.
A pop R&B song about the singer wanting to hide away with a man even if it might not work out.
A pop song about the singer loving a guy and comparing him to a song she can listen to all day.
A pop song about being with a girl and having great late night/early morning conversations.
A pop song about the singer and her significant other being a unique and lively pair.
A reggae influenced pop song about wanting to marry a girl whose father objects.
A pop song about feeling incredible pain because of the absence of a girl.
A pop ballad about the singer reaching out to a former lover trying to review their past relationship.
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A pop song about the singer liking herself and her man better when they are wasted.
A pop song about a girl who is accusing the singer of being the father of her child even though she is not.
An empowering pop song about meeting someone and falling in love.
A pop song about being strong in the face of emotional distress.
A pop song about working hard to accomplish your goal.
A song about having a good night and partying with friends.
A pop song about all of the singer's best friends.
A pop song about loving a girl and trying to convince her to be with the singer.
A pop song about always recovering from fights in a relationship.
A holiday pop song in which the singer asks Santa to not let her fall in love again if the man won't stay.
A pop song about being brokenhearted but still loving someone after a relationship.
A pop song about an incredible and energizing love.
A pop duet about love and sex.
A pop song about a summer fling.
A pop song about finding a girl to love and support the singer in all of his endeavors.
A pop song about being on the outside of a good relationship after messing it up.
A romantic holiday pop song in which the singer tells Santa not to let her fall in love with her current significant
other unless they will still be together next year.
A pop song about loving a man and choosing him over all others.
A pop song about the end of a relationship that could have lasted forever.
A pop song about having fun, not following the crowd, and love.
A pop song about things occasionally getting stressful and overwhelming for a particular girl but eventually
things will turn around.
A pop song about the pressures in the singers life due to fame.
A vauge pop song about reaching for a gun.
An indie pop song about rage, violence, and a relationship.
An upbeat pop song about being confident.
A pop song about being more than your average person.
A fun pop song about feeling something large and exciting is on the horizon.
A pop song about feeling something big and exciting is about to happen.
A nonsensical song about the sounds animals make.
A pop love song about doing anything for a girl.
A pop R&B party song about a girl.
A pop song about not being able to control who one falls in love with.
A pop song about a relationship that is sometimes rocky but never goes out of style.
A song about anticipating faults that could potentially happen in a new relationship.
A pop song about sex.
A pop love song with clear sexual connotations.
A pop song about nobody being able to love like the singer can.
A pop song in which the singer is asking a girl to marry him.
An upbeat pop song about falling in love using Marvin Gaye references.
A pop song about the singer sometimes feeling lost or weak but feeling better in the arms of a particular girl.
A pop song about the singer really liking someone romantically.
A pop song in which the singer is telling her lover that she wants to make him happy and “make it like your
birthday everyday.”
A pop song about the end of a relationship and being strong while remembering good times.
A pop song about the singer loving a man and asking him to open up to her.
A pop song about embracing who you are and being brave.
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A pop song about life being worth living despite some difficulties.
A pop song about dancing and having a great time with a girl.
A pop song about loving a guy even though she should give him up.
A pop love song with many celestial references.
A pop song in which the singer tells her man to quit lying about things in their relationship.
A pop song about a girl the singer has always loved.
A pop song about feeling down because the singer has not yet found someone to love.
A pop song about making someone fall in love using magic.
A pop song about a girl who cheated on the male singer during the previous summer.
A pop song about leaving someone behind at the end of a relationship.
A pop song about loving a girl named Olivia.
A song about liking a boy but also enjoying singing in the shower.
A pop song about loving yourself after a breakup that includes sexual innuendos.
A pop song about running away with the girl the singer loves.
A pop song about the singer's love with a girl being a raging fire.
A pop song about spending time with a girl and their being close being dangerous.
A pop song about being in love and going through hard times side by side.
A pop song about being made strong by a girl's strong love.
A pop song with reggae influences about the singer asking a girl's father for her hand in marriage, being told no,
and saying he will marry her anyway.
A song about how the singer can only take so much in a relationship.
A pop R&B song about being in love with someone forever.
An upbeat pop song about love and partying.
A pop song about taking it slow and partying.
A pop song about being jealous of the way people look at the singer's girlfriend.
A pop song about a girl who is breaking up with her boyfriend who is cheating and lying about it.
A pop song about being who you are and no longer hiding things from each other.
A pop song about how living in the real world isn't all it's cracked up to be.
A pop song about letting go of your fears and being the best you can be.
A pop song about letting go of your fears and being the best you can be.
A pop song with religious undertones about the singer questioning his motivations in life and pledging to be a
soldier when the world falls apart.
A pop song about living a wild and rebellious life outside of normal society.
A pop song about the singer not being perfect but still striving to be the best.
A pop song about everyday people having the potential to do amazing things.
A fun, cute pop song about relationships between boys and girls.
A pop song about having a crush on someone so heavy that it feels like a sledgehammer.
A pop song in which the singer asks a girl if he's wrong about how he feels and where he sees their relationship
going.
A pop song about love in a troubled relationship.
A pop song about shining through the darkness in life.
A pop song about taking charge of your life and making people notice you.
A pop song about the singer being together with a girl while things going on around them become dangerous.
A pop song about a tough breakup.
A pop song about sex and sexuality.
A pop song about the singer wanting to be with and put her hands all over a particular man.
A pop song about the singer's heart being a ghost town after a break up.
An indie pop love song about feeling best when the singer is with her lover and she does not want to be anywhere
else.
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A pop song about trying to find a girl again after the singer let her down before.
A pop song about the singer wanting to know if his ex-lover can love him again.
A pop EDM song in which the singer is searching for someone that used to be there for him.
A pop song about having a fun and crazy time with a girl.
A dramatic building pop song about falling in love.
A pop song about a girl the singer met, fell for, and was left by.
A pop long song about people not understanding the love the singer shares with a girl.
A pop song about not truly loving someone until you let them go.
A pop song about a previous relationship or friendship that has turned sour.
A pop song about no longer getting along with a friend.
A pop song about getting away from regular life to relax.
A pop song about falling in love.
A pop song about the singer standing by her significant other no matter what.
A pop song about asking a girl to keep him company and maybe fall in love.
A pop song about apologizing for past mistakes to a girl.
A pop love song about breaking up with a girl but then missing and loving her after.
A pop song about falling in love with a friend after getting out of another relationship.
A pop song about wanting a map to find a lost love.
A pop song about loving someone.
A pop song about pain and thoughts after a break up.
A pop love song inspired by a passionate romance between performer Marina Abramović and photographer
Frank Uwe Laysiepen.
A song about the singer maybe falling in love.
An upbeat pop song about being captivated by music.
A pop song about being alright during times of trouble.
A pop song about living through dark times but coming out on the other side still standing.
A pop song about living in the moment with the guy the singer loves.
An explicit pop R&B song about the singer coming after someone that owes her money.
A pop R&B song about chasing the American dream.
A pop song about the singer trying to find a good man.
A pop song about leaving a relationship and not wanting the same thing in the future.
A pop song in which the singer asks a man to stay the night with her despite knowing that they will not last.
A pop song about not knowing where a love will go but enjoying it in the moment.
A pop song about everyone always needing someone to lean on.
A pop song about girls just wanting to have a good time.
A pop song about falling for a girl who was only trouble and burned him.
A pop song about loving someone and there being no place the singer would rather be.
A pop song about wanting to be loved and touched by a particular man.
A pop song about the ghost of an old relationship haunting the singer.
A pop song about the singer cleansing herself after a relationship with a bad man.
A pop song about the singer being comfortable in her body.
A pop song about falling into a wonderland of love with a man.
A pop song about the singer missing an old relationship.
A pop song about loving who you love no matter what.
A pop song about being held in chains by a strong love.
A pop song about zombies and ghouls rising from the grave.
A pop song about being in love with a man who is a flashlight in life's darkness.
A pop song about the singer's lifestyle.
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A pop song about not taking someone's heart, mind, or soul but having the body. Giving your body to the world.
A pop song about wanting the love of a woman.
An indie pop song about fitting in and being like the cool kids.
A pop song about her girl who knows her man is lying about cheating.
A pop song about how the singer lives to perform/for the applause.
A pop song about having a good time with a girl but it never being enough.
A pop song about the singer needing a title or label in a relationship.
A pop song about getting to the top levels of a girl's love.
A pop song in which the singer asks a girl to open up her heart and let him in.
A pop song about the singer wondering why a guy is on her mind if she does not necessarily love him.
A pop song about going to New York for new experiences.
A song about how the singer could protect the one he loves and bring out the best in them.
A pop song about being in a relationship with an indecisive person.
A pop song about the singer having cheated and feeling sorry about it.
A pop song about waking up the next day after cheating and saying to blame it on the night and not himself.
A pop song about a boy that loves the singer in a way that nobody else does.
A fun pop party song about showing off and dancing.
A fun pop party song about self-confidence and pretty girls.
A pop song about the singer going after a girl like an animal.
A pop song about having had enough with someone's ranting/preaching.
A pop song about a troubled relationship and the singer wondering if they are out of the woods yet.
A soulful, bluesy song about asking for purification and redemption after evil acts or deeds.
A pop song about love and the singer asking her partner how deep that person's love is.
A religious song about the biblical story of David and a song he played for God.
A pop song about positive self-image, particularly pertaining to girls with curves.
A Hip-Hop song with minimal lyrics about partying and dancing.
An upbeat pop song about ignoring people that hate or doubt the singer.
A pop song about shaking off your problems and continuing to move forward.
A meaningful pop song about not having to go out of the way to try to fit in and be beautiful - you already are.
A pop song about ignoring doubters and focusing on a goal.
An upbeat pop rock song about not letting the one you love down.
A pop song about living in the now and living life to the fullest.
A song about trying hard to be liked and accepted but that you do not truly need to do it.
An R&B song about a girl the singer sleeps with even though it hurts her mentally.
A pop R&B song about moving on from a bad relationship.
An R&B dance song that incorporates many different dance moves.
An R&B song about a romantic relationship gone wrong.
A vague R&B pop song about drinking and having fun.
An R&B song about putting your dream before everything else and working hard.
An R&B song about having sex.
An R&B song about not wanting to let go of a girl he loves because the singer will regret it.
A fun pop folk song about finding yourself.
An R&B song about how bright and strong the singer's love is.
An R&B song about having passionate sex in the back of a car.
A song about the singer's lover sleeping with other people but the singer still loving that person.
A loving Hip-Hop R&B song in which the singer is talking to his daughter.
An R&B song about empowerment and the singer making his own money.
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An R&B song about the singer not wanting a girl to get attached because he does not fall in love like everyone
else.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about a girl who is a good kisser, among other things.
An R&B song about the singer wanting a girl he likes to like him back.
An R&B song about the girl the singer loves.
An R&B song about each singers additions including drugs, love, and Hollywood.
An R&B song about the singer having a good time with a girl while drinking liquor.
An R&B song about how completely in love the singer is and how he gives her all of himself to this girl because
she does the same to him in return.
An R&B pop song about the addictions the singers slip into during times of depression while telling a girl not to
love them.
An R&B song about a bad girl who the singer is still attracted to.
An R&B song about a girl who likes the singer because he has money and nice things.
An R&B song about going slow with both love and sex.
An R&B song about a girl unlike anybody else in the world.
A pop R&B song about the singer never letting her significant other down.
A pop R&B song about rough and animalistic intercourse.
An R&B song following a girl who was a victim of sexual assault.
An R&B song about a girl who is astoundingly beautiful.
An R&B song about a girl who changed the singer forever.
An R&B love song about all the moments and interactions the singer has with a girl, saying he will be her coffee
in the morning.
An R&B song about drugs that is written as a love song.
An R&B song about staying up all night having sex after reuniting with a lover.
An R&B song about the singers' heartbeat going so fast because of a love.
A pop R&B song about the troubles that come with fame, money, and young girls.
An R&B in which the singer wagers that her ex will start loving her as soon as she moves on from him.
An R&B song about the singer dancing with someone in a manner similar to sex.
An R&B song about the singer's wild lifestyle that includes fame, women, drugs, and self -destruction.
An R&B song about overcoming obstacles.
A pop R&B song about sex and hooking up.
An R&B song about wanting to dance in a club with somebody.
An R&B song about the singer being a classic, classy man.
A pop R&B song about the singer being able to thrill a girl more than any monster.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about the singer liking foreign women.
An R&B song about partying, dancing, and bending over like the singer was doing yoga.
A song about the singer having sex with his girlfriend.
An R&B song about the singer regularly pushing people away because he finds love difficult.
An R&B song about being with another man's girl and making money.
An R&B song about a sexually possessive relationship.
An R&B song about doing drugs and having sex regularly.
A pop R&B song about not running along but rather being with a significant other.
An R&B song about being the best.
A pop R&B song about being happy because the singer is in love.
An R&B song about what the singer is going to do for and to the girl he likes.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about the artist being with a girl but nobody knowing.
An R&B song about a girl the singer likes as well as other girls dancing.
A religious song about bringing gifts to the young baby Jesus.
A song about finding and being close to God.
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A religious song about the faithfulness of God.
A religious song in which the singers ask Mother Mary if she knew Jesus would do what he did.
A religious song about Jesus Christ and his mother Mary.
A duet in which the male singer is trying to convince the female singer to stay because it is cold outside.
A rock song about life being an adventure and dreams being possible.
A pop rock song about being with the girl the singer loves and how they'll warm each other up despite the cold
weather.
A pop punk song about how beautiful and perfect a particular girl looks.
A song about leaving a light on during dark, hopeless times.
A fun upbeat pop rock song about the late Dr. Marc Abrams, a Los Angeles character.
A rock song about wanting glory no matter the consequence.
A rock song about a doomed house in New Orleans.
A pop song about wanting to start a short-term romance.
A pop punk song about missing an ex-girlfriend and feeling like the time they had together begins to fade and
feel unreal. He wants to forget the breakup and be back in his memories.
A song about the unconditional love between brothers and sisters.
A rock song about a beautiful but toxic romance.
A pop rock song about the singer loving a girl but feeling like the darkness inside of himself may be too much for
her to understand.
A pop rock song about a get away chase from the police.
A southern rock song about young love and the singer's first kiss.
A pop rock song about still having a chance to do great things in life despite being a “loser.”
A rock song about life being wonderful and trying to have the perfect night.
A rock song about liking someone but not being sure if the feeling is mutual.
A pop rock song about the singer that loves a girl.
A folk influenced pop rock song about loving a girl the singer has been waiting for.
A rock song about living a fun, full, and adventurous life.
A pop rock love song about a girl being as beautiful as a sky full of stars and that she lights up his life.
A rock song about wanting to be alone with a girl.
A rock song about a girl who wants to dance and be like Uma Thurman.
A pop rock song about people being stronger than they seem.
An 80's influenced Indie Rock song in which the singer asks a girl to love him.
A song about a girl waiting for the fictitious “superman.”
A pop rock song about making a particular day the best day of your life.
A rock song about love never dying, despite distance, odds, obstacles, and time.
A pop punk song about liking and trying to win over a girl.
A rock song about being there for your brother and fellow man.
A song about being brokenhearted and in a dysfunctional relationship.
A pop rock song comparing love to magic.
A rock song about a couple have ordinary love and wanting to reach further.
A pop punk song apologizing for all the mistakes a man made in his relationship.
An upbeat party song about having fun, sex, and partying.
A rock song about the band appreciating where they came from and the people that have supported them.
A pop rock song about getting jealous when other guys look at the singer's girl.
A pop rock song about being ready to have a good night with a girl.
A rock song about a girl who finally got through to the singer's heart.
A pop rock song about a very attractive girl in the summertime.
A rock song about life, death, and darkness.
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A rock song about the evil side we all keep inside ourselves.
A pop rock song about escaping and travelling the world.
A pop rock song about a dancing girl who the singer loves.
A fun rock song about being happy and on top of the world.
A pop rock song about badly wanting a girl.
A rock song about escaping, leading a revolution, breaking out of prison, etc.
A rock song about being remembered for centuries.
A rock song that speaks to making amazing memorable things no matter where you are from or how your dreams
start.
A electro rock song about charging through the streets or “jungle.”
A pop rock song about marching forward through hard times.
A pop punk song about “good girls” really being “bad girls” going out and having fun.
A pop rock song about loving someone with all your heart until the love runs out.
A rock song about the singer being strung along by a man she loves.
A rock song about a relationship the singer says he could ruin because he is self-destructive.
A rock song about the singer choosing a unique direction for his life and being invested in it.
A rock song about recovering from the past and healing old wounds in a triumphant manner.
A pop punk song about running off with a girl the singer likes and kissing her
An upbeat Japanese inspired pop song about partying.
A rock song about run coming down and purifying the singer.
A rock song about getting caught cheating and then missing the girl who left because of it.
A rock song about not regretting the path you are on be missing the people left behind.
A pop rock song about A.D.D.
A pop rock song about dancing, talking, and making love with a girl like animals.
A pop rock song about finding someone to love and making a leap of faith with them.
A pop rock song about jumping into love.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper making his first $100,000 and his ambitions to eventually have grandkids.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about being on the run together.
A Hip-Hop song about love and the rapper talking directly to a girl.
A Hip-Hop song about partying with a girl.
A Hip-Hop song discussing the ends and outs of the idea of marriage.
A Hip-Hop dance song with no general thing other than a girl liking to dance to the music coming out of the
speaker.
A Hip-Hop song about exploitation of African Americans in the entertainment industry and society in general.
A Hip-Hop song about cutting a girl off and leaving her.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper's gangster lifestyle.
A Hip-Hop song about jealous or backstabbing women.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper's current events including disputes with different rappers and critics.
A Hip-Hop flex song about being the best in the game and other rappers not being as good.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper buying an island to party on with his production crew.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper's lifestyle, city, problems, and knowing himself.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper liking a girl and wanting both to take the relationship seriously.
A Hip-Hop song about attractive women and their various body parts.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper's first time with a girl.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper's Cadillac.
A Hip-Hop song about going to the club in your brand new Jordan shoes (“J's”) and feeling great.
A Hip-Hop song about being the best rapper and having trophies for achievements.
A Hip-Hop song about having lots of money and living a lavish lifestyle.
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A Hip-Hop song about the rappers' lavish lifestyle and work ethic.
A Hip-Hop song about the rappers' lavish lifestyle and work ethic.
A Hip-Hop song about being excited for a girl's love while also showing off the flashy lifestyle the rappers live.
A Hip-Hop song about the rappers all living incredibly lavish lives.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper's role models and him thinking that L.A. girls never had any role models that
were not on reality TV.
A Hip-Hop song about one man being able to change the world.
A Hip-Hop song about the dual nature of money as well as negativity and envy.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper's friends, criminal lifestyle, and making money.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper's lifestyle and work ethic that pays tribute to basketball play Allen Iverson.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper and his girlfriend being in the drug game.
A Hip-Hop song about a guy and girl only having eyes for each other.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about heading home from a club and having sex.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about pills, alcohol, and being still in love with a guy the rapper has left.
A Hip-Hop song about wanting the finer things in life.
A Hip-Hop song about not associating with a certain people.
A raw Hip-Hop song about growing up in a rough neighborhood.
A celebratory Hip-Hop R&B song about representing where you are from.
A Hip-Hop song about a girl who is the rapper right hand (wo)man.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about doing drugs and being with women.
A Hip-Hop song about being a female to be reckoned with.
A slow Hip-Hop song about love, sex, and drugs.
A Hip-Hop song about living a lavish, blessed life and being loyal to friends.
A Hip-Hop song about having material things.
A Hip-Hop song about luxury and a lavish lifestyle.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about excess and a girl (who may represent fame/excess).
A Hip-Hop song about both the past and the future that is nostalgic, appreciative, and flashy at different
moments.
A Hip-Hop song about how fame has made the rapper a monster.
A Hip-Hop song about putting 100% effort into everything the rappers attempt.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper living a lavish lifestyle including music, drugs, partying, and girls.
A Hip-Hop song about the rappers' lavish lifestyles that makes specific references to cars with digital dashboards.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper having a number of enemies and haters.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper's work ethic and lifestyle.
A Hip-Hop song about leaving behind a record label and a relationship while not knowing what the future holds.
A Hip-Hop song about a girl with an attractive body as well as elements of the rapper's criminal lifestyle.
A Hip-Hop song about a deteriorating relationship.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper's lifestyle which includes drugs, women, and dealing with his demons.
A Hip-Hop song about dancing and having fun.
A Hip-Hop song about the different ways people have a good time while making fun of some things people do.
A Hip-Hop song about sex and having a good time.
A Hip-Hop song about not being picky with women.
A Hip-Hop song about not having a specific taste in woman as long as they are “bad.”
A Hip-Hop song about surviving in the face of challenges.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper's hardcore lifestyle while living in the hood.
A dual release of 2 songs, the songs being about gaining speed and being good at what you do.
A Hip-Hop song about not hanging out with or messing around with certain people.
A Hip-Hop song about lavish lifestyles and loyalty amongst friends.
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A Hip-Hop song in which the rapper disses another rapper that had insulted him.
A Hip-Hop song about getting with a girl with an amazing body.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper knowing her boyfriend is cheating despite them being together for a long time.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about the rapper and singer being lied to by men.
A Hip-Hop song about girls who are Instagram models being trouble.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about how much money the singers have and what they spend it on.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper being the man of the year and girls dancing for him.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper apologizing to those he has offended, specifically his mother.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about substance abuse difficulties.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about being paranoid that girls are setting him up.
A Hip-Hop song about the gangster lifestyle the rappers lead in Compton, CA.
A general lyrical flexing Hip-Hop song with no general topic.
A pop Hip-Hop song about being flashy and feeling self-confident.
A Hip-Hop song about money and a lavish lifestyle.
A Hip-Hop song about coming from nothing but being on top now.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper becoming successful through effort and not random luck.
A Hip-Hop song about being on your worst behavior because of not being loved.
A Hip-Hop song about being a king that will never be forgotten.
A Hip-Hop song about how the rapper is amazing at rapping.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper meeting a girl and how much he likes her.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper wanting to win an ex back.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper liking a girl who is taken (but not for long).
A Hip-Hop song about a girl who wants to be the rapper's “main chick.”
A Hip-Hop song based around a number of dance moves.
A Hip-Hop song about the outlaw lifestyles the rappers used to live.
A Hip-Hop song about being loyal to your friends. This song was created for the release of the Furious 7 movie
and contains many references to the characters in the movie.
A Hip-Hop song about being lost after a relationship and wanting good love again.
A Hip-Hop song about being with a girl and being comfortable together going places and doing things.
A Hip-Hop song about an old relationship and how the girl changed after the rapper left.
A Hip-Hop song about having a good time and partying
A Hip-Hop song about having a good time and things getting hot like a fireball.
A Hip-Hop song about having a great time despite different struggles in life.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about having the time of your life even if you don't have much money.
A Hip-Hop song about being handsome and wealthy and girls liking the rapper for that.
A Hip-Hop song about complex issues of race and society.
A Hip-Hop song about overcoming fear with courage.
A Hip-Hop song about lavish lifestyles including women, cars, and money.
A Hip-Hop song about money and spending it in strip clubs.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about living a crazy lifestyle including spending money, traveling, and being loyal to
friends.
A Hip-Hop song about loving a “good” girl and taking her home with him.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about being in the studio but wanting to be with a girl instead.
A Hip-Hop song about one of the rappers falling in love with the other.
A Hip-Hop song about a flashy rapper trying to get a girl.
A Hip-Hop party and dance song all about having a good time.
A Hip-Hop song about partying and staying up all night.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about partying.
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A Hip-Hop party song about making people go crazy.
A fast Hip-Hop song about taking the direction of the Hip-Hop genre back to the old school sound and going
crazy.
A Hip-Hop song about doing a lot to achieve a certain lifestyle.
A Hip-Hop song about attaining and keeping a lavish lifestyle.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper being a legend in the music industry.
A Hip-Hop song about a life of excess, success, friends, and drugs.
A Hip-Hop country song about loving women and telling these women not to break the artists' hearts.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about intentionally using a girl.
A Hip-Hop song about feeling good and living the good life.
A Hip-Hop song about being the best and being loyal to your friends.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about potentially killing people if tested.
A Hip-Hop song about sex, materialism, and a crazy lifestyle.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper loving the way he lives his life, despite knowing that it's not good for him.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper living the life he raps about.
An electro Hip-Hop song about shocking people. Contains many references to the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
(movie tie-in).
A gangster rap song in which the rapper challenges others to test her strength and abilities.
A Hip-Hop song about money, lifestyle, and girls dancing for money.
A Hip-Hop song in which the rapper disses another rapper that had insulted him.
A Hip-Hop song about overcoming racial oppression.
A Hip-Hop song about a girl who seems familiar to the rapper and who he wants to hook up with.
A Hip-Hop song about a girl the rapper likes.
A Hip-Hop R&B song reminiscing about old loves & the past.
A Hip-Hop song about making a guy beg for a girls love.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about the rapper making a man beg for her.
A Hip-Hop song about things still being all right despite trials and tribulations.
A Hip-Hop song about sex.
A Hip-Hop song about a physical romance with a girl.
A Hip-Hop song about falling for a bad guy.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper would rather have sex than get presents.
A Hip-Hop song about hanging out and smoking in a club while looking for women.
A humorous Hip-Hop song about saving money.
A Hip-Hop pop song about the life of both artists, good times, and a girl.
A Hip-Hop song about being rich and having sex with women.
A Hip-Hop song about wealth and fame putting a strain on a relationship.
A Hip-Hop song about how awesome the rappers are.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper and his friends smoking, drinking, and hanging out.
A Hip-Hop song about the rappers both being “real” while living outrageous lifestyles.
A Hip-Hop song about focusing solely on money.
A Hip-Hop song about only caring and focusing on money.
A Hip-Hop song about inspiration and growth told using references to Alex Haley's “Roots.”
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper's best friend (possibly himself) as well as the rapper's lifestyle.
A Hip-Hop song about the rappers' success and riches.
A Hip-Hop song about the rappers' lavish lifestyles.
A Hip-Hop song about the rappers' lifestyles and unfaithful girls.
A Hip-Hop song about having sex with another girl when the rapper's girlfriend isn't around.
A Hip-Hop song about missing a friend who has passed away.
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A Hip-Hop song about feel pressure and persevering.
A fun and upbeat Hip-Hop song about a party or event going down, including good times with girls.
A Hip-Hop song about living the good life.
A pop Hip-Hop song about how wild the singer's and rapper's love is.
A Hip-Hop song about sex and girls.
A Hip-Hop song about sex and sex appeal.
A song about partying and not turning down for anything.
A Hip-Hop song about the cities the rappers represent and keeping things honest.
A Hip-Hop song about living a lavish lifestyle spending money.
A Hip-Hop song about profiting from illegal activities.
A Hip-Hop song about exchanging flirtatious direct messages on social media.
A Hip-Hop song about the rappers living an outlaw lifestyle and girls liking it.
A Hip-Hop party and dance song about having a good time and hooking up with girls.
A Hip-Hop song about working hard during the weekend including selling drugs and then partying on a Tuesday.
A Hip-Hop song about partying on a Tuesday.
A Hip-Hop song about girls, drugs, and being the best.
A Hip-Hop song about being loyal to your friends. This song was created for the release of the Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles movie and contains many references to the characters in the movie.
An inspirational Hip-Hop song about being phenomenal.
A humorous R&B song about financial struggles with bills.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper telling girls he's not what they want.
A Hip-Hop party song about partying at the rapper's house.
A Hip-Hop song about being in love with cocaine and being a drug dealer.
A raw Hip-Hop song about cocaine.
An R&B Hip-Hop song about the singer saying not to fall in love with him and that he's not looking for love, just
a good time.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper's kind of girl who is down for his cause.
A Hip-Hop song about living with no consequences and having lots of material things.
A Hip-Hop song about a girl who makes the rapper feel like he's already won life.
A Hip-Hop love song about keeping the good times going with a girl.
A Hip-Hop song about only associating with real or authentic people.
A Hip-Hop song about partying and trying to go home with a girl and her friends.
A Hip-Hop song about the things that made the rapper who he is.
A Hip-Hop song about being loyal to your friends and only being with people who are also “real.”
A Hip-Hop song about living a fast lifestyle 24/7.
A Hip-Hop song about asking a girl to come over and have sex.
A Hip-Hop song about love in Los Angeles.
A Hip-Hop song about spending excessive amounts of money.
A Hip-Hop song about spending a day with a girl and having sex.
A Hip-Hop song about women dancing in a particularly exotic way.
A Hip-Hop song about wealth and sex.
A Hip-Hop song that discusses being trapped within walls on multiple levels.
A Hip-Hop song about only being with the best women.
A Hip-Hop song about buying and driving around downtown on a moped that also services as an ode to old
school Hip-Hop.
A Hip-Hop song in which the rapper tells others to back off and give her space; she only hangs out with “real”
people.
A Hip-Hop song about wanting to escape the lime light.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper's past achievements but still not knowing what is next.
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A Hip-Hop song about the money the rapper is making.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper's ambitions as well as his lavish lifestyle.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about being loyal and taking care of a girl.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper being confident and wealthy.
A Hip-Hop song about smoking marijuana.
A Hip-Hop song about putting in work to get ahead.
A Hip-Hop R&B song that talks about sex and drugs.
A Hip-Hop song about walking through a place feeling like the man.
A pop Hip-Hop song about being loyal to the one you love.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper liking bad girls and embracing a lavish lifestyle.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper's drug and money filled lifestyle.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about strippers dancing for dancers.
A Hip-Hop song about speeding things up with a girl like a gas pedal.
A Hip-Hop song about being a marijuana aficionado.
A Hip-Hop dance song about a specific Hip-Hop dance.
A Hip-Hop song about how wealthy the rapper is.
A Hip-Hop song about friends not being there when fame or money is not involved.
A Hip-Hop song about self love and the things the rapper has been through.
A Hip-Hop song about the rappers' lavish lifestyles including Jordan, or “Jumpman,” brand items.
A Hip-Hop song about money and drugs.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper's excellent work ethic.
A Hip-Hop song about the lifestyle the rapper lives.
A lively and exotic Hip-Hop song about partying, sex, and being unstoppable.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about loving Los Angeles.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about money and sex.
A Hip-Hop song about moving dope.
A Hip-Hop song about partying with girls in Miami and saying what is on the rappers' minds.
A Hip-Hop party song meant for dancing that incorporates numerous well known dance moves.
A Hip-Hop song about the rapper's lavish lifestyle which includes drinks, money, and girls.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about being down for your friends no matter what.
A pop Hip-Hop song about having a party but later having a hangover.
A Hip-Hop rock song about missing the stress free days of youth.
A Hip-Hop rock song about not being evil but rather being a regular guy.
A Spanish pop song about the singer not giving a girl enough and now she's with another man.
A pop R&B song about sex.
A pop love song about a relationship that is back and forth but she still loves her man.
A pop Hip-Hop song about the singer getting a guy to fall in love with her and that he won't see it coming.
A song about a girl who makes the singer feel ten feet tall.
A pop song about love and sex.
A pop Hip-Hop song about the singers being pretty. Girls that can attract unwanted attention.
A pop Hip-Hop song about everything being awesome when you living out your dreams.
A pop Hip-Hop song about a beautiful and confident girl.
A pop song about the singer's ex-boyfriend failing at a new relationship and her never wanting him back.
A pop Hip-Hop song about a girl being a “classic” or timeless beauty and how the singer wants to win her over
despite her being out of his league.
An empowering pop Hip-Hop song about having fun and Madonna being the best.
A pop song in which the singer tells a girl she does not have to decide whether to be with him or not right now.
A pop song with Latin influence about an attractive girl.
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A pop song about trying to work through a troubled relationship.
A pop rock song with Hip-Hop influences about falling for a girl who makes the singer feel more alive.
A Hip-Hop song in which a man and women pledge themselves to each other.
A pop R&B song about being with a lot of girls and not having to speak the same language to “connect.”
A pop song about being in love with a girl and nothing being the same when she's gone.
A Hip-Hop pop song about the singer being ridiculously attractive.
A pop Hip-Hop song about all the things the singers/rapper can do better for a man than the man's current girl.
A pop song about a romantic one-night stand.
A pop song about the singer feeling hot when her man is next to her.
A pop song about looking amazing for the one you love.
A pop Hip-Hop song about leaving a relationship.
A Hip-Hop pop song about love and sex.
A pop Hip-Hop about being the same despite many life changes.
A pop Hip-Hop song about seeing a beautiful girl on the street.
A pop song about hooking up with a man in a club while still maintaining independence.
A pop song about the singer inheriting his best traits from his father.
A pop Hip-Hop song about having a big booty.
A humorous pop song about girls gossiping and judging each other as well as other things they dislike.
A pop R&B party song about a girl dancing/wiggling in a club.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about living a lavish lifestyle and liking a girl.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about sex.
An R&B song about a girl who wants a specific guy.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about how all-consuming and passionate love and it feeling like being drunk.
An R&B song about an old relationship and the singer wanted to return to it.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about girl’s “booty” dancing all night.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about a girl the artists like.
A pop Hip-Hop song about an on-again-off-again relationship and how they keep trying to get it right.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about a girl being beautiful.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about meeting a new girl and falling for her.
An R&B song about the singer wanting a girl to break up with her boyfriend and be with him.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about living a fast life filled with money and showing off.
An R&B Hip-Hop song about a girl who just went through a break up who is going out again.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about being in love and recovering a failing relationship.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about the singer and rapper not minding being with a girl who is a stripper.
An R&B song about the singer not minding that his girlfriend is a stripper.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about how easy it is to get a girl when you've got money and her man can't do anything
about it.
A Hip-Hop influenced R&B song about female empowerment.
An aggressive R&B song about being the best.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about hanging out with girls and having a good time.
A R&B song about loving a girl and having sex often.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about being with a girl but her not telling anyone.
An R&B song about being with a girl but not telling anyone.
A Hip-Hop R&B song about a girl who the singer likes and how she knows how attractive she is.
An R&B song in which the singer talks about a girl who knows how attractive she is.
A rock song about a woman being a fever that the singer cannot shake.
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Appendix B:
Comparisons of Past and Current Research
Study

Findings

Similarities

Pachet & Roy
(2008)

Concluded that style, genre, and
musical setup; and main
instruments, variant, dynamics,
tempo, era/epoch, metric, country,
situation, mood, character,
language, rhythm and popularity
have no significant statistical
relationship with song charting.

No. Although our study did not analyze all of the
factors indicated in the 2008 study, our study showed
there was some statistical correlation between several
of these factors including genre, tempo and
popularity.

Frank (2009)

1. Impact the listener in first
seven seconds.

1. No. 258 (27%) of the songs had introductions of 7
seconds or less. So only 1/4 of the songs in this study
are applying this technique.
2. Yes. In a general sense, the mode of all song
lengths in our study was 3:51, one second higher than
the mode proposed by Baio (2008) for songs in the
2000s. However, when compared to historical data,
modern hit songs are indeed longer than those in past
decades.
3. Yes, hooks were repeated an average of 12 times
among all 958 songs.

2. Lengthen the songs.

3. Use of hook repetition.
Pawley &
Müllensiefen (2012)

Music fans prefer the male vocal

Yes, 67% of songs in our dataset featured male lead
vocals.

Schellenberg & Von
Scheve (2012)

Male voices have dominated the
chart from 79% in 1965 to 62% in
2009.
The Pre-chorus is now standard in
a majority of popular songs

Yes, 67% of songs in our dataset featured male lead
vocals.

Summach (2011)
Summach (2012)
Summach (2012)

Approximately 10% in his dataset
had no intro or a short pickup into
the song.
The Post-chorus is now appearing
in popular music

No. We found the Pre-chorus in a high number of
songs, but not a majority. 34% of the songs in our
study had defined pre-choruses
Yes. 13.2% of the songs in our study had no
introductions.
Yes, 4% of the songs in our study had a well-defined
Post-chorus section

Ticketbis (2015)

Pop genre has the most staying
power as well as the highest
volume

Yes regarding volume. Songs in the Pop genre
accounted for 37% of the charts. No, with regards to
the pop genre having most staying power on the Hot
100 charts.

Strom (2016)

Analyzed the top 100 songs of the
Billboard Hot 100 dataset and
found that 120bpm was both the
mode and the median tempo.

No and yes. Our 2015 dataset was all 500 songs that
charted on the Billboard Hot 100 charts in the year of
2015 as opposed to the top 100. For 2015 we found
that average tempo was 117bpm, median tempo was
114bpm and mode tempo was 100bpm. However
taking into account both years of 2014 and 2015 the
mode of all tempos was 120bpm, aligning with
Strom’s findings.
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Strom (2016)

Analyzed the top 100 songs of the
Billboard Hot 100 dataset and
found that the average song length
was 3:40.

Yes. Even though our data sample was all 500 songs
that charted on the Billboard Hot 100 charts in the
year of 2015 we found that the average song length
was 3:41.

Strom (2016)

He did however find a positive
correlation between song length
and chart dominance. Strom says
that three-minute songs are most
likely to earn a number one spot.

No. We showed no positive linear relationship
between song length and number of weeks on
Billboard Hot 100 charts.

Appendix C:
Tests for Statistical Significance
Number of Weeks on the Hot 100
The correlation coefficient (r = -.732) provided evidence for a strong negative relationship
between the number of weeks on the Hot 100 and the peak position. The results of the t test
indicated a statistically significant relationship between the two variables, df = 854, p = .000.
PeakPosition

Pearson Correlation

-.732**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

N

856

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

The correlations of the number of weeks on the Hot 100 with the number of writers, the number
of times the title appeared in the song, the beats per minute, the length of the song, and the length
of the introduction were not statistically significant.
Peak Position
The correlation coefficient (r = -.129) provided evidence for a moderately weak negative
relationship between the number of writers and the peak position. The results of the t test
indicated a statistically significant relationship between the two variables, df = 854, p = .000.
NumWriters

Pearson Correlation

-.129**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

N

856
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The correlation coefficient (r = -.086) provided evidence for a weak negative relationship
between the number of times the title appeared in the song and the peak position. The results of
the t test indicated a statistically significant relationship between the two variables, df = 854,
p = .012.
NoTimesTitle

Pearson Correlation

-.086*

Sig. (2-tailed)

.012

N

856

The correlation coefficient (r = .074) provided evidence for a weak positive relationship between
the length of the introduction and the peak position. The results of the t test indicated a
statistically significant relationship between the two variables, df = 854, p = .031.
Introlength

Pearson Correlation

.074*

Sig. (2-tailed)

.031

N

856

The correlations of the peak position with the beats per minute and the length of the song were
not statistically significant.
Disaggregated by Genre
Genre = Country (1)
Number of Weeks on the Hot 100
The correlation coefficient (r = .179) provided evidence for a moderately weak positive
relationship between the number of writers and the number of weeks on the hot 100 for country
songs. The results of the t test indicated a statistically significant relationship between the two
variables, df = 169, p = .019.
NumWriters

Pearson Correlation

.179*

Sig. (2-tailed)

.019

N

171

The correlations of the number of weeks on the Hot 100 with the number of times the title
appeared in the song, the beats per minute, the length of the song, and the length of the
introduction were not statistically significant for country songs.
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Peak Position
The correlations of peak position with the number of writers, the number of times the title
appeared in the song, the beats per minute, the length of the song, and the length of the
introduction were not statistically significant for country songs.
Genre = Hip Hop (3)
Number of Weeks on the Hot 100
The correlations of the number of weeks on the Hot 100 with the number of writers, the number
of times the title appeared in the song, the beats per minute, the length of the song, and the length
of the introduction were not statistically significant for hip hop songs.
Peak Position
The correlation coefficient (r = -.213) provided evidence for a moderately weak negative
relationship between the number of writers and peak position for hip hop songs. The results of
the t test indicated a statistically significant relationship between the two variables, df = 219,
p = .001.
NumWriters

Pearson Correlation

-.213**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.001

N

221

The correlations of peak position with the number of times the title appeared in the song, the
beats per minute, the length of the song, and the length of the introduction were not statistically
significant for hip hop songs.
Genre = Pop (6)
Number of Weeks on the Hot 100
The correlations of the number of weeks on the Hot 100 with the number of writers, the number
of times the title appeared in the song, the beats per minute, the length of the song, and the length
of the introduction were not statistically significant for pop songs.
Peak Position
The correlation coefficient (r = -.128) provided evidence for a moderately weak negative
relationship between the number times the title appeared in the song and peak position for pop
songs. The results of the t test indicated a statistically significant relationship between the two
variables, df = 315,
p = .023.
NoTimesTitle

Pearson Correlation

-.128*
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Sig. (2-tailed)

.023

N

317

The correlations of peak position with the number of writers, the beats per minute, the length of
the song, and the length of the introduction were not statistically significant for pop songs.
Genre = R&B (7)
Number of Weeks on the Hot 100
The correlations of the number of weeks on the Hot 100 with the number of writers, the number
of times the title appeared in the song, the beats per minute, the length of the song, and the length
of the introduction were not statistically significant for r&b songs.
Peak Position
The correlation coefficient (r = .310) provided evidence for a moderately strong positive
relationship between the length of the introduction and peak position for r&b songs. The results
of the t test indicated a statistically significant relationship between the two variables, df = 75,
p = .007.
Introlength

Pearson Correlation

.310**

Sig. (2-tailed)

0.007

N

75

The correlations of peak position with the number of writers, the number of times the title
appeared in the song, the beats per minute, and the length of the song were not statistically
significant for r&b songs.
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Genre = Rock (10)
Number of Weeks on the Hot 100
The correlations of the number of weeks on the Hot 100 with the number of writers, the number
of times the title appeared in the song, the beats per minute, the length of the song, and the length
of the introduction were not statistically significant for rock songs.
Peak Position
The correlation coefficient (r = -.420) provided evidence for a moderately strong negative
relationship between the number of writers and peak position for rock songs. The results of the t
test indicated a statistically significant relationship between the two variables, df = 58,
p = .001.
NumWriters

Pearson Correlation

-.420**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.001

N

60

The correlations of peak position with the number of times the title appeared in the song, the
beats per minute, the length of the song, and the length of the introduction were not statistically
significant for rock songs.
Disaggregated by Whether Another Artist was Featured: Yes
Number of Weeks on the Hot 100
The correlation coefficient (r = .197) provided evidence for a moderately weak positive
relationship between the number of writers and the number of weeks on the Hot 100 for songs in
which another artist was featured. The results of the t test indicated a statistically significant
relationship between the two variables, df = 251, p = .002.
NumWriters

Pearson Correlation

.197**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.002

N

253

The correlations of the number of weeks on the Hot 100 the number of times the title appeared in
the song, the beats per minute, the length of the song, and the length of the introduction were not
statistically significant for songs in which another artist was featured.
Peak Position
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The correlation coefficient (r = -.205) provided evidence for a moderately weak negative
relationship between the number of writers and peak position for songs in which another artist
was featured. The results of the t test indicated a statistically significant relationship between the
two variables, df = 251, p = .001.
NumWriters

Pearson Correlation

-.205**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.001

N

253

The correlation coefficient (r = .159) provided evidence for a moderately weak positive
relationship between length of the introduction and peak position for songs in which another
artist was featured. The results of the t test indicated a statistically significant relationship
between the two variables, df = 251, p = .012.
Introlength

Pearson Correlation

.159*

Sig. (2-tailed)

.012

N

253

The correlations of peak position with the number of times the title appeared in the song, the
beats per minute, and the length of the song were not statistically significant for songs in which
another artist was featured.
Disaggregated by Whether Another Artist was Featured: No
Number of Weeks on the Hot 100
The correlation coefficient (r = .085) provided evidence for a weak positive relationship between
the number of times the title appeared in the song and the number of weeks in the Hot 100 for
songs in which another artist was not featured. The results of the t test indicated a statistically
significant relationship between the two variables, df = 601, p = .038.
NoTimesTitle

Pearson Correlation

.085*

Sig. (2-tailed)

.038

N

603

The correlations of the number of weeks on the Hot 100 with the number of writers, the beats per
minute, the length of the song, and the length of the introduction were not statistically significant
for songs in which another artist was not featured.
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Peak Position
The correlation coefficient (r = -.108) provided evidence for a moderately weak negative
relationship between the number of writers and peak position for songs in which another artist
was not featured. The results of the t test indicated a statistically significant relationship between
the two variables, df = 601, p = .008.
NumWriters

Pearson Correlation

-.108**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.008

N

603

The correlation coefficient (r = -.087) provided evidence for a weak negative relationship
between the number of times the title was in the song and peak position for songs in which
another artist was not featured. The results of the t test indicated a statistically significant
relationship between the two variables, df = 601, p = .032.
NoTimesTitle

Pearson Correlation

-.087*

Sig. (2-tailed)

.032

N

603

The correlation coefficient (r = -.118) provided evidence for a moderately weak negative
relationship between the length of the song and peak position for songs in which another artist
was not featured. The results of the t test indicated a statistically significant relationship between
the two variables, df = 601, p = .004.
Lengthnum

Pearson Correlation

-.118**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.004

N

603

The correlations of peak position with the beats per minute, and the length of the introduction
were not statistically significant for songs in which another artist was not featured.
Disaggregated by Whether the Hook was in the Title: Yes
Number of Weeks on the Hot 100
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The correlations of the number of weeks on the Hot 100 with the number of writers, the number
of times the title appeared in the song, the beats per minute, the length of the song, and the length
of the introduction were not statistically significant for songs in which the hook was in the title.
Peak Position
The correlation coefficient (r = -.146) provided evidence for a moderately weak negative
relationship between the number of writers and peak position for songs in which the hook was in
the title. The results of the t test indicated a statistically significant relationship between the two
variables, df = 791, p = .000.
NumWriters

Pearson Correlation

-.146**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

N

793

The correlation coefficient (r = -.081) provided evidence for a weak negative relationship
between the number of times the title appeared in the song and peak position for songs in which
the hook was in the title. The results of the t test indicated a statistically significant relationship
between the two variables, df = 791, p = .023.
NoTimesTitle

Pearson Correlation

-.081*

Sig. (2-tailed)

.023

N

793

The correlation coefficient (r = .085) provided evidence for a moderately weak positive
relationship between the length of the introduction and peak position for songs in which the hook
was in the title. The results of the t test indicated a statistically significant relationship between
the two variables, df = 791, p = .017.
Introlength

Pearson Correlation

.085*

Sig. (2-tailed)

.017

N

793

The correlations of peak position with the beats per minute, and the length of the song were not
statistically significant for songs in which the hook was in the title.
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Disaggregated by Whether the Hook was in the Title: No
Number of Weeks on the Hot 100
The correlation coefficient (r = .269) provided evidence for a moderately strong positive
relationship between the number the beats per minute and the number of weeks in the Hot 100
for songs in which the hook was not in the title. The results of the t test indicated a statistically
significant relationship between the two variables, df = 61, p = .033.
BPM

Pearson Correlation

.269*

Sig. (2-tailed)

.033

N

63

The correlations of the number of weeks on the Hot 100 with number of writers, the number of
times the title appeared in the song, the length of the song, and the length of the introduction
were not statistically significant for songs in which the hook was not in the title.
Peak Position
The correlation coefficient (r = -.329) provided evidence for a moderately strong negative
relationship between the beats per minute and peak position for songs in which the hook was not
in the title. The results of the t test indicated a statistically significant relationship between the
two variables, df = 61, p = .009.
BPM

Pearson Correlation

-.329**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.009

N

63

The correlations of peak position with the number of times the title appeared in the song, the
number of writers, the length of the song, and the length of the introduction were not statistically
significant for songs in which the hook was not in the title.
Disaggregated by Whether Rap was Integrated: Yes
Number of Weeks on the Hot 100
The correlation coefficient (r = .163) provided evidence for a moderately weak positive
relationship between the number of times the title appeared in the song and the number of weeks
in the Hot 100 for songs in which rap was integrated. The results of the t test indicated a
statistically significant relationship between the two variables, df = 266, p = .007.
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NumWriters

Pearson Correlation

.163**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.007

N

268

The correlations of the number of weeks on the Hot 100 with number of times the title appeared
in the song, the beats per minute, the length of the song, and the length of the introduction were
not statistically significant for songs in which rap was integrated.
Peak Position
The correlation coefficient (r = -.245) provided evidence for a moderately strong negative
relationship between the number of writers and peak position for songs in which rap was
integrated. The results of the t test indicated a statistically significant relationship between the
two variables, df = 266, p = .000.
NumWriters

Pearson Correlation

-.245**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

N

268

The correlations of peak position with the number of times the title appeared in the song, beats
per minute, the length of the song, and the length of the introduction were not statistically
significant for songs in which rap was integrated.
Disaggregated by Whether Rap was Integrated: No
Number of Weeks on the Hot 100
The correlations of the number of weeks on the Hot 100 with the number of writers, the number
of times the title appeared in the song, the beats per minute, the length of the song, and the length
of the introduction were not statistically significant for songs in which rap was not integrated.
Peak Position
The correlation coefficient (r = -.114) provided evidence for a moderately weak negative
relationship between the number of writers and peak position for songs in which rap was not
integrated. The results of the t test indicated a statistically significant relationship between the
two variables, df = 586, p = .006.
NumWriters

Pearson Correlation

-.114**
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Sig. (2-tailed)

.006

N

588

The correlation coefficient (r = -.100) provided evidence for a moderately weak negative
relationship between the number of times the title appeared in the song and peak position for
songs in which another artist was not featured. The results of the t test indicated a statistically
significant relationship between the two variables, df = 586, p = .016.
NoTimesTitle

Pearson Correlation

-.100*

Sig. (2-tailed)

.016

N

588

The correlation coefficient (r = -.120) provided evidence for a moderately weak negative
relationship between the length of the song and peak position for songs in which rap was not
integrated. The results of the t test indicated a statistically significant relationship between the
two variables, df = 586, p = .003.
Lengthnum

Pearson Correlation

-.120**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.003

N

588

The correlations of peak position with the beats per minute, and the length of the introduction
were not statistically significant for songs in which rap was not integrated.
Disaggregated by Whether Samples were Used: Yes
Number of Weeks on the Hot 100
The correlation coefficient (r = .207) provided evidence for a moderately strong positive
relationship between the number of writers in the song and the number of weeks in the Hot 100
for songs in which samples were used. The results of the t test indicated a statistically significant
relationship between the two variables, df = 152, p = .010.
NumWriters

Pearson Correlation

.207*
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Sig. (2-tailed)

.010

N

154

The correlation coefficient (r = -.165) provided evidence for a moderately weak negative
relationship between length of the introduction and the number of weeks in the Hot 100 for songs
in which samples were used. The results of the t test indicated a statistically significant
relationship between the two variables, df = 152, p = .040.
Introlength

Pearson Correlation

-.165*

Sig. (2-tailed)

.040

N

154

The correlations of the number of weeks on the Hot 100 with number of times the title appeared
in the song, the beats per minute, and the length of the song, were not statistically significant for
songs in which samples were used.
Peak Position
The correlation coefficient (r = -.243) provided evidence for a moderately strong negative
relationship between the number of writers and peak position for songs in which samples were
used. The results of the t test indicated a statistically significant relationship between the two
variables, df = 152, p = .002.
NumWriters

Pearson Correlation

-.243**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.002

N

154

The correlation coefficient (r = .161) provided evidence for a moderately weak positive
relationship between the length of the introduction and peak position for songs in which samples
were used. The results of the t test indicated a statistically significant relationship between the
two variables, df = 152, p = .046.
Introlength

Pearson Correlation

.161*

Sig. (2-tailed)

.046

N

154
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The correlations of peak position with the number of times the title appeared in the song, beats
per minute, and the length of the song were not statistically significant for songs in which
samples were used.
Disaggregated by Whether Samples were Used: No
Number of Weeks on the Hot 100
The correlations of the number of weeks on the Hot 100 with the number of writers, the number
of times the title appeared in the song, the beats per minute, the length of the song, and the length
of the introduction were not statistically significant for songs in which samples were not used.
Peak Position
The correlation coefficient (r = -.082) provided evidence for a weak negative relationship
between the number of writers and peak position for songs in which samples were not used. The
results of the t test indicated a statistically significant relationship between the two variables,
df = 700, p = .030.
NoTimesTitle

Pearson Correlation

-.082*

Sig. (2-tailed)

.030

N

702

The correlation coefficient (r = -.078) provided evidence for a weak negative relationship
between the length of the song and peak position for songs in samples were not used. The results
of the t test indicated a statistically significant relationship between the two variables, df = 700, p
= .039.
Lengthnum

Pearson Correlation

-.078*

Sig. (2-tailed)

.039

N

702

The correlations of peak position with the number of writers, beats per minute, and the length of
the introduction were not statistically significant for songs in which samples were not used.
Disaggregated by Gender: Female Vocalist
Number of Weeks on the Hot 100
The correlation coefficient (r = .151) provided evidence for a moderately weak positive
relationship between the number of times the title appeared in the song and the number of weeks
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in the Hot 100 for songs in which the vocalist was female. The results of the t test indicated a
statistically significant relationship between the two variables, df = 182, p = .041.
NoTimesTitle

Pearson Correlation

.151*

Sig. (2-tailed)

.041

N

184

The correlation coefficient (r = -.154) provided evidence for a moderately weak negative
relationship between the length of the introduction and the number of weeks in the Hot 100 for
songs in which the vocalist was female. The results of the t test indicated a statistically
significant relationship between the two variables, df = 182, p = .037.
Introlength

Pearson Correlation

-.154*

Sig. (2-tailed)

.037

N

184

The correlations of the number of weeks on the Hot 100 with number of writers, the beats per
minute, and the length of the song were not statistically significant for songs in which the
vocalist was female.
Peak Position
The correlations of peak position with the number of writers, the number of times the title
appeared in the song, beats per minute, the length of the song, and the length of the introduction
were not statistically significant for songs in which the vocalist was female.
Disaggregated by Gender: Male Vocalist
Number of Weeks on the Hot 100
The correlations of the number of weeks on the Hot 100 with the number of writers, the number
of times the title appeared in the song, the beats per minute, the length of the song, and the length
of the introduction were not statistically significant for songs in which the vocalist was male.
Peak Position
The correlation coefficient (r = -.142) provided evidence for a moderately weak negative
relationship between the number of writers and peak position for songs in which the vocalist was
male. The results of the t test indicated a statistically significant relationship between the two
variables, df = 577, p = .001.
NumWriters

Pearson Correlation

-.142**
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Sig. (2-tailed)

.001

N

579

The correlation coefficient (r = -.098) provided evidence for a weak negative relationship
between the number of times the title appeared in the song and peak position for songs in which
the vocalist was male. The results of the t test indicated a statistically significant relationship
between the two variables, df = 577, p = .018.
NoTimesTitle

Pearson Correlation

-.098*

Sig. (2-tailed)

.018

N

579

The correlations of peak position with the beats per minute, the length of the song, and the length
of the introduction were not statistically significant for songs in which the vocalist was male
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Appendix D:
Song Structure Table of Frequencies

Valid

1/2 chorus, verse,

Frequency

Percent

2

.2

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

prechorus,
Bridge 1, Verse,
Bridge 2, Cho
bridge 1, verse,
bridge 2, ver
bridge, chorus,
verse, chorus,
Bridge, Chorus,
Verse, Chorus,
bridge, chorus,
verse, verse,
bridge, verse,
prechorus, chor
Bridge, Verse,
Prechorus, Chor
chorus 1, verse 1,
chorus 2, v
chorus 1, verse,
bridge, choru
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Chorus 1, Verse,

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

Chorus 2, Bri
Chorus 1, Verse,
Chorus 2, Ver
chorus x2, verse,
chorus x2, v
Chorus, Bridge 1,
Chorus, Vers
chorus, bridge 1,
verse, bridg
Chorus, Bridge,
Chorus, Verse,
chorus, bridge,
verse, chorus,
chorus, bridge,
verse, prechor
Chorus, Bridge,
Verse, Prechor
chorus, post
chorus, verse, ch
Chorus,
Postchorus 1,
Verse, C
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Chorus,

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

2

.2

1

.1

1

.1

2

.2

4

.5

1

.1

2

.2

Postchorus, Verse,
Cho
chorus, refrain,
verse, chorus
Chorus, Tagx4,
Verse, Chorus,
chorus, verse 1,
chorus, post
Chorus, Verse,
Bridge, Chorus,
Chorus, Verse,
Bridge, Hook, C
chorus, verse,
bridge, prechor
chorus, verse,
chorus
chorus, verse,
chorus, bridge,
Chorus, Verse,
Chorus, Bridge,
chorus, verse,
chorus, post ch
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Chorus, Verse,

1

.1

24

2.8

21

2.5

2

.2

17

2.0

2

.2

1

.1

1

.1

2

.2

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

Chorus, Verse
chorus, verse,
chorus, verse,
Chorus, Verse,
Chorus, Verse,
chorus, verse,
prechorus 1, ch
chorus, verse,
prechorus, chor
Chorus, Verse,
Prechorus, Chor
Chorus, Verse,
Verse, Chorus,
Chorus, Verse,
Verse, Prechoru
Chorusx2, Verse,
Chorus, Verse
Chorusx2, Verse,
Chorusx2, Tag
Chorusx2, Verse,
Prechorus, Ch
hook x8, hook 2
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x28, chorus, h
Hook, Verse,

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

2

.2

Chorus, Hook,
Ver
Hook, Verse,
hook, bridge, ver
Hook, Verse,
Prechorus, Chorus
Hook, Verse,
Prechorus, Hook,
Hook,Bridge, Tag,
Hook, Bridge
instrumental,
hook, hook, hook
intro 1, chorus 1,
verse, brid
intro x4, verse,
prechorus 1,
intro, break, hook,
verse, pre
Intro, Break,
Verse, Prechorus
intro, bridge,
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chorus, verse,
intro, bridge,

1

.1

4

.5

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

2

.2

1

.1

37

4.3

11

1.3

verse, prechoru
intro, chorus 1,
verse, chorus
Intro, Chorus 1,
Verse, Chorus
intro, chorus 1,
verse, refrai
intro, chorus, post
chorus 1,
intro, chorus, post
chorus, ve
intro, chorus,
verse, bridge,
Intro, Chorus,
Verse, Bridge,
Intro, Chorus,
Verse, Chorus
intro, chorus,
verse, chorus,
Intro, Chorus,
Verse, Chorus,
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intro, chorus,

13

1.5

2

.2

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

2

.2

1

.1

1

.1

verse, prechoru
Intro, Chorus,
Verse, Prechoru
intro, chorus,
verse, verse, b
intro, chorus,
verse, verse, o
Intro, Chorusx2,
Verse, Bridge
Intro, Chorusx2,
Verse, Chorus
Intro, hook,
chorus, verse, br
Intro, Hook,
Chorus, Verse, Br
Intro, Hook,
Verse, Hook, Brid
Intro, Hook,
Verse, Hook, Vers
intro, interlude,
beat change,
intro, interlude,
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bridge, chor
Intro, Interlude,

1

.1

1

.1

3

.4

1

.1

intro, verse

3

.4

Intro, Verse 1,

2

.2

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

Chorus, Vers
intro, prechorus 1,
prechorus
intro, prechorus,
chorus, vers
Intro, Prechorus,
Chorus, Vers

Chorus, Verse
intro, verse, beat
switch, cho
intro, verse, break,
verse, br
intro, verse,
bridge 1, chorus
Intro, Verse,
Bridge, Chorus,
intro, verse,
bridge, prechoru
intro, verse,
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bridge, verse, b
intro, verse,

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

26

3.0

14

1.6

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

2

.2

chorus 1, verse,
Intro, Verse,
Chorus 1, Verse,
Intro, Verse,
Chorus, Bridge,
Intro, Verse,
Chorus, Interlud
intro, verse,
chorus, post cho
intro, verse,
chorus, verse, c
Intro, Verse,
Chorus, Verse, C
Intro, Verse,
Chorus, Verse, M
intro, verse,
chorus, verse, v
Intro, Verse,
Chorusx2, Verse,
Intro, Verse,
Hook, Chorus, Ve
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Intro, Verse,

1

.1

1

.1

3

.4

1

.1

21

2.5

1

.1

22

2.6

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

Hook, Verse, Hoo
Intro, Verse,
Outro
intro, verse,
prechorus 1, cho
Intro, Verse,
Prechorus 1, Cho
intro, verse,
prechorus, choru
Intro, Verse,
Prechorus, choru
Intro, Verse,
Prechorus, Choru
intro, verse,
refrain, chorus,
intro, verse,
refrain, prechor
Intro, Verse,
Verse, Chorus, V
intro, verse, verse,
outro
intro, verse, verse,
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prechorus
intro, verse, verse,

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

2

.2

3

.4

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

verse, ve
intro/chorus,
verse, chorus, v
intro/chorus,
verse, prechorus
prechorus, chorus,
verse, brid
prechorus, chorus,
verse, prec
Prechorus,
Chorusx2, Verse,
Pr
Prechorus, Verse,
Prechorus, C
refrain, verse,
prechorus, cho
Tag, Chorus,
Verse, Verse, Pre
Tag, Hook x10,
Tagx5, Hook x5
Tag, Verse,
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Chorus, Verse,
Cho
Tag, Verse,

1

.1

Tagx2

1

.1

verse

1

.1

Verse

1

.1

verse 1 x2,

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

Tagx5, Verse,
Tagx

chorus, verse 2, c
verse 1, bridge1,
verse 2, bri
Verse 1, Chorus,
Verse 1, Chor
verse 1, chorus,
verse 2, chor
Verse 1, Chorus,
Verse 2, Chor
verse 1,
prechorus, chorus,
ve
verse 1, verse 2,
chorus, vers
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Verse, Prechorus,

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

2

.2

8

.9

3

.4

Chorus, Ver
verse, 1/2 chorus
1, verse, ch
verse, 1/2 chorus,
verse, chor
Verse, Brdige 1,
Chorus, Verse
Verse,
Breakdown,
Verse, (Beat
Verse, Bridge 1,
Chorus, Verse
verse, bridge 1,
verse, chorus
verse, bridge,
chorus, verse,
Verse, Bridge,
Chorus, Verse,
verse, chorus 1,
verse, chorus
Verse, Chorus 1,
Verse, Chorus
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Verse, Chorus 1,

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

2

.2

1

.1

1

.1

5

.6

1

.1

1

.1

Verse, Precho
verse, chorus x2,
drop, verse,
verse, chorus x2,
post chorus
Verse, Chorus,
Beat Break, Cho
Verse, Chorus,
Break, Verse, C
Verse, Chorus,
Bridge, Chorus,
verse, chorus,
bridge, verse,
Verse, Chorus,
Hook, Verse, Ch
verse, chorus, post
chorus 1,
verse, chorus, post
chorus, ve
verse, chorus,
postchorus, ver
Verse, Chorus,
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Postchorus, Ver
Verse, Chorus,

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

6

.7

3

.4

7

.8
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12.9
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12.0

10

1.2

2

.2

1

.1

Repeat Verse, C
verse, chorus,
verse, bridge,
Verse, Chorus,
Verse, Bridge,
verse, chorus,
verse, chorus
Verse, Chorus,
Verse, Chorus
verse, chorus,
verse, chorus x
verse, chorus,
verse, chorus,
Verse, Chorus,
Verse, Chorus,
Verse, Chorus,
Verse, Chorusx2
Verse, Chorus,
Verse, Chorusx3
verse, chorus,
verse, chours,
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verse, chorus,

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

3

.4

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

2

.2

1

.1

1

.1

4

.5

verse, refrain,
Verse, Chorus,
Verse, Tag, Cho
Verse, Chorus,
Verse, Verse, C
Verse, Chorusx2,
Post Chorus,
Verse, Chorusx2,
Verse, Chorus
Verse, Chorusx2,
Verse, Verse,
Verse, Hook,
Bridge, Verse, Ho
Verse, Hook,
Chorus, Verse, Ho
Verse, Hook,
Verse, Hook, Brid
verse, hook, verse,
hook, vers
Verse, Outro,
Bridge, Verse, O
Verse, Pre
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Chorus, Chorus,
Ver
Verse, Pre-

2

.2

19

2.2

2

.2

4

.5

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

2

.2

1

.1

4

.5

Chorus, Chorus,
Ver
verse, prechorus
1, chorus, ve
Verse, Prechorus
1, Chorus, Ve
verse, prechorus,
chorus 1, ve
Verse, Prechorus,
Chorus 1, Ve
verse, prechorus,
chorus, brid
Verse, Prechorus,
Chorus, Brid
Verse, Prechorus,
Chorus, Hook
Verse, Prechorus,
Chorus, Inte
verse, prechorus,
chorus, post
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Verse, Prechorus,

3

.4

2

.2

64

7.5

49

5.7

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

Chorus, Post
verse, prechorus,
chorus, refr
verse, prechorus,
chorus, vers
Verse, Prechorus,
Chorus, Vers
Verse, Prechorus,
Chorusx2, Ve
verse, prechorus,
verse, prech
Verse, Prechorus,
Verse, Prech
verse, refrain 1,
prechorus, c
verse, refrain,
chorus 1, vers
verse, refrain,
prechorus, cho
verse, scratch
interlude, vers
Verse, Tag, Tag,
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Verse, Tag, T
Verse, Tag, Verse,

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

6

.7

1

.1

1

.1

2

.2

Chorus, Ver
Verse, Tag, Verse,
Tag, Verse,
Verse, Tag, Verse,
Tagx3, Vers
Verse, Verse,
Bridge, Verse
verse, verse,
chorus 1, verse,
Verse, Verse,
Chorus, Tag, Cho
verse, verse,
chorus, verse, b
verse, verse,
chorus, verse, c
Verse, Verse,
Chorus, Verse, C
verse, verse,
chorus, verse, v
Verse, Verse,
Chorus, Verse, V
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verse, verse,

5

.6

1

.1

1

.1

1

.1

verse, verse, verse

3

.4

Verse, Verse,

1

.1

1

.1

2

.2

1

.1

856

100.0

prechorus, choru
Verse, Verse,
Prechorus, Choru
verse, verse,
prechorus, verse
verse, verse,
refrain, bridge,

Verse
Verse, Verse,
Verse, Chorus, C
Verse, Verse,
Verse, Outro
Verse, Verse,
Verse, Verse
Total
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